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SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND DIFFUSION 
OF FARM INFORMATION 
Based (j1/ Sludy of a Fa rm COlIIlJlunity 
ill Nortluasl M issouri 
H ERBERT F. LIONBERGER AND C MILTON COUGHENOUR· 
Introducrion 
Antntion has been directed rcpC:HcJ ly to the: impon ancc of social 
structure as a faeror aff~[jng the success of (:duc:uion:1l progl"Jms. During 
the lace 1920's and early 1930's several large ~alc attempts were made to 
promote agricultural extension work through communit), organization 
(1.2,3). At the same time many rUl";! ] sociologists cxtollcd the rur:1i com-
munity as the structural unit Through and by which conditions ()f fur:L1 
life could be improv(."<i (4). In recent years rh(-rc has been J f(.-v ivai of <.:f-
fan co promote community organization as a means of preserving b3Sic 
values of rural li fe and as a means of rendering rUI"'Ji people k:ss depend-
ent on governmental help (5. 6). 
With limitations on travel during World War II , neighborhoods and 
neighborhood leadership wefe emph:lsized in programs designed co imple-
ment the war effort. Ar leaSt one govern ment agency has continued to 
emphasize the neighborhood as the social unit best adapted to the attain-
ment of action program objectives and neighborhood k·:J.dcrs as the :J.p-
propriate persons with whom to work However. with incH.-asing evidence 
of dwindling of neighborhoods and their functions in fUJ'J.1 society. some 
sociologists are recommending that attention be directed to social diques 
and sodal classes as facrors of greatest importance for educati onal pro-
gramming (7). 
T he imporrance of social g roups in educational procedure has b(:en 
further emphasiz<.-d by an increasi ng general knowledge of how social 
~roups form and operate. This, together with an incrosing body of knowl-
edge concerning group work and leadership techniques, has opened the 
way for greater accomplishments through pbnncd group activity. Al-
though reliable information concern ing the inAuence of specific kinds of 
social groups, particularly the informal ones, on the diffusion and usc of 
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farm and home informacion is sketchy, some valuable contributions re-
garding general group influences have been made. Lewin has demonstrated 
the superiority of the group discussion and decision method over prepared 
lecture5 as a means of activating people co change food habits and related 
arritudes (8). Ensminger found evidence that the diffusion of ideas could 
be facilitated by giving proper antntion to community boundaries in plan-
ning programs designed to incire social action (9). Hoffer has shown that 
the success of extension programs may be impaired when administrative 
lines CUt across nacural community boundaries and that the effectiveness 
of agricultural extension work is increased when programs are associated 
with the activities of groups and organizations already in existence (10, 
11). Loomis and Beagle have demonstrated chat social cliques sometimes 
play an imporranr role in decision making. Evidence [hat participation in 
farm organizations and broad social orientation are positively associated 
with the acceptance of improved farm practice is also available (12, 13). 
Despite these contributions, information concerning the role of in-
formal structural elements in the diffusion and use of farm information is 
still meager. Inferences bearing on the way in which informal social StruC-
tuces affect the diffusion-use process seem to be generally sound, but 
scientific verification has been either inadequate or entirely lacking. Neigh-
borhoods and communities have been delineated and studied extensively, 
but only recendy has any attempt been made ro assess their influence on 
the diffusion and use of farm information (14, 1'5, 16,17) . 
Social cli<jue leaders have been extolled as "bandies" for program 
promoters to use in promoting program objectives . but their role in the 
decision making and farm practice acceprance process has nOt been care-
fully assessed. Neither have· studies sought to evaluate the influence of 
social strata and social classes, which appear to be increasingly in evidence. 
Yet it is within the informal social structures that most of the interper-
sonal exchange of farm information rakes place. This, plus the fact that 
friends and neighbors have been named repeatedly as the most generally 
used sources of farm information, clearly portrays the need for more ac-
curate knowledge concerning the role of structural elements in the diffu-
Sion processes. 
Purpose and Scope of the Study 
The General Objectives of This Srudy \'Vere: 
1. To define elements in the social structure of a norrheast Missouri ['urn-
ing communicj' which might have a bearing on the interpersonal ex-
change of farm inform~{ion. 
2. T o determine how these dements operated in the farm information dif· 
fusion-use process. tl-Iore specifically, the problem involvoo: (:I.) delin<.-a· 
cion of community and neighborhood boundaries; (b) definition of 
social classes and social suara: (el deter minacion of cligucs. kinship, 
and work group membership: (d) examination of personal atrributcs 
which tcnded to STructure personal contacts and thus the exchange of 
farm informacion; and finall y, (e) determination of how clch of these 
structural elements was related to rhe diffusion and usc of farm informa-
tion. Some <::onsideration also was givtn co the rdative influence of the 
factors <::onsidered. 
Data were obtained from interviews wirh 279 of the 285 full-time 
tarm operators and wives living in the community: also, from prestige rat-
ings, and from such secondary sources a5 farm organization and newspaper 
records. Analysis of the data is Strongly flavored with the conceprs and ap-
proaches of strucmre-functional rheory familiar in the writings of Parsons, 
Merton, and others. Altho.ugh justice may not always be done to the 
theory and some of the conclusions may not stand the test of time, the 
authors feel thar the need for a morc usable theury in this field warrants 
the risks taken. 
The Community Studied 
In addition to the approxim:ttely 285 full- [im~ farm operator families 
livmg in this community . the vilbgc ccmer cont:lined 1123 people nor di-
rectly considered in the stud y. The community boundary CUt across tWO 
northeast Missouri counties in a general farming area where livestock :lnd 
grain production prevailed as the chief sources of farm income. Corn :lnd 
soybeans constituted the chief grain crops, while cattle and hog produc-
tion represented the most important iiV(:stock enterprises. The prevailing 
level of living was generally above the STate average. 
Although the community selected cannot be stricdy regarded as a 
random sample of either rhe culture core or of the social area of which it 
is a part, it is fairly representative of a culture core area comprising Clark, 
Knox. Lewis, Scoeland. and Shelby Counties. These have been designated 
by C. L. Gregory as coumies most distinctive with respect to salient cul-
rural factors which characterize a larger ll-cOunty area in northeast Mis-
souri (18). (Also ~e Figure 1. ) 
The Hagood level of living index based on 1945 census data for the 
community was estimated aT 124 compared to 125 for the five core coun-
ties, and 118 for the hrger social area of which ehe core is a part (19). 
This index probably represents the beSt measure of similarity available, in-
asmuch as it is comprised of a number of cultural variables of known dis-
criminatory value. For farms in the survey community, the average value 
of products sold during the survey year was $3424, compared TO a median 
$3998 reported for the counties in the core area by the U. S. Census of 
1950, and 53646 for the counties in the entire area. The median size of 
farm for the community was 212 acres, comp:l.red to 205 for the core area 
alone, and 187 for the emire social area. Some of this difference in acreage 
is probably due co the use of a morl': reSTricted definition of farm operators 
in the study than was used by the D_ S. Census. The I:ltter included many 
parr-time f:l.rmers, usually operating small acreages. These were excluded 
from this study. In general. differences between the community and the 
area of which it is a parr are a matter of degree rather than of kind. 
Although no distinctive nationality or ethnic elements were in evi-
dence in the community, other cultural differences were apparent. One 
segment in particular, conr:lining approximately 50 families, possessed 
characteristics which were distinctive. Gross farm incomes averaged about 
one-third less than the community average. Farmers were less inclined to 
use institutionalized sources of farm information, and social participation 
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in formal groups was more loc:tlly oriemcd. Although much rhe same 
type of farming prevailed, produ([ion standards and levels of family liv-
ing were generally bel ow the community average. Nevertheless, those 
residing in this area considered themselves a parr of the community. They 
frequented the village center. which formed the nucleus of rhe com-
munity for man}' services available there, and their chi ldren attended the 
loc:l.1 high school, also 1000ted at the village ccnrer. 
As is frcquendy rhe case elsewhere. (arm operators in this com-
munity claimed that ~uaJitarian relationships were maintained among all 
so·called "respectable" people in the community. Those cOl1sidered non-
respectable were few in number and were notorious for their failure ro 
lbide by locally accepted standards of conduct. Despite such verbalizations, 
locl.l judges were able to rate acguainr:mces on the basis of community 
prestige wich a high degrtt of agree ment. Status differences were funher 
refla:ted by wide income differentials prevailing in che community. From 
the standpoint of gross farm income, the upper third had incomes twice 
chose of the lower third. The lower 10 percent were Jiving at no more 
chan a subsistence level while the upper 10 percenr had gross 2.nnual in· 
comes in excess of $8()(x). 
111e community possessed the convenrional media for obtaining 12rm 
and home information. A stOlfi of COUnty agentS, a Farmer's Home Admin· 
istration Office, and a Production Marketing Administrarjon Office were 
available in each of the COUnty seat rowns representing sections of the 
community. A local Soil Conservation Service Office was available to 
farm operarors reSiding in the coumy in which the greater pare of the 
community 3.rea was located. J-iowever. the division of the community be· 
tween counties undoubtcOly tended to minimize the use made of the ser· 
vices available from COUnty offices. This situation was further aggravated 
by the fact that a m3.jorit)' of the farmers lived in areas at norly maxi· 
mum distance from the coumy seat rowns. Perhaps a third of f.he fanners 
lived as much as 2~ miles dist:l.nt by the usual routes of travel. 
A vocational agriculture teacher and a staff of veteran reachers were 
also available at the local high schooL One local newspaper, to which a 
very high proportion of farm operators subscribed, was published at the 
community center. Each of the county SOt towns also supported a loal 
newspaper. A number of metropolitan papers and farm journals were de-
livered to farmers living in the community. All were within easy ran~ of 
several radio broadc:lHing stations, both local and metropolitan. A large 
proportion of the households had radios in operation and had the oppor· 
tunity to hear a variety of farm information programs. 
Informal Social Structures and the Diffusion 
of Farm Information 
THE COMMUNITY 
The Community Concepr in Relation to the: Study Area: 
To the fa rmers inrervlcw(:d. (/JIII/lllm;'.'r was more ,han a gcogr:lphi{' 
area. II \\'as [he locus of their work, their hurnt"s. their familk-s. and rheir 
social activities. Their contacts with O(her people were largely confi ned to 
the area. Four-fifths of the f,HIll opt:rators interviewed participarccl il l Olle 
or more formal org~niz;ltions. but only 15.6 p<:rccnt p:HCicip:HCd in nOl' 
chat [Ook chern outside the community. P:Hriciparion in community-con-
(:lined organizations was over six [lmt'S the p:lrticipHioll in CXtI'"J-«('m-
muniry organizations. Viewed iI' still ,mother manner. fiw out (It <:H'r~' 
six organiz:lrions in which f.Uffi peopk p:micip.ltcd were those n,:nd~rin,g 
seIVices to communir}' rcsidenrs. A m:ljorit~r of th~ n:mainin~ Ilumbl'r 
were special boards and commissions in which m~mbcrs aCted as r~pres~nra­
rives of community interest. T his congrucllCl' of organiz:Hional :lCti\"it~ 
provided a supporting emotional idenrificuion with the commonl~' m:o,l!:-
nized geographical area. T his. in rurn, providl'd rh~ basis fur the 0Pl'!"';l-
tional definicion of the community us{'d in rhis study, 
From a sociological standpoint. the significance of commul1it~· I11m1-
bcrship invol\'cd twO dements, namely. a lo(;i1it~· sta tus ascribl"(1 to rill' 
individual and a characteristic in.group orientation. The brrer Clrr i l"ll 
with it :In obligation to give support :"tnd assistance in various w:IYS [(l rlw 
organzations and institu tions COnr:lilled within the com mu ni ty. Thus. a~ 
a culmra! phenomenon. the community was a geographiCl! area in whir.:h 
the people had a vague set of V:lJues ;tnd attitudes that o ricnt(xi them tn-
w2rd combining their efforrs on communiTY casks. 
Structunlly. it included a multitude of organizaTions having signifi . 
cance for the daily acriviti{'s of rural people. How{'ver. the signi fi cant :IS-
peCt with respect to the community was rh{' int(·gr:ttion provid(xi fnr thc~(' 
2crivities. Businessmen, dergymen. leading farmers. :lnd mhcl's establish-
ed amiC2bk rebtionships in working toward commnn goals. Such coopt:r:l' 
tion o r attitude row2rd cooperation provided the essential fr:1mework tl)r 
. .. 
community organizaTiOn. 
Typically. community orientation reguir,'s the fumiliar "n.eishbor re-
sponse" in the everyday activitieS of living. The strength of these norms 
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was well exemplified by responses of farm operarors in the study area who 
fated "being a good neighbor," "being willing- to belp others in dme of 
need," and "doing good things for others" very high as facwrs conrribur-
ing to community prestige; also by their strong sanctions against "driv-
ing a hard barg<lin with neighbors." 
In the absence of community-wide organization and the universal 
presence of neighborhood organization, norms of neighboring were made 
functionally Significant through membership in formal organizations. For 
example. rhe church might initiate a wood cuning or fuel gathering open-
cion for:>.o inc.1pacitared bread winner who was not a church member. In 
such a case the appeal for help would probably be made on the basis of com-
mon community membership. 
It is in terms of the linking together of local organizations and the 
ancnd;mt area identification that the procedure used for defining the com-
munity may be understood. 
The technique used was relatively simple. A detailed map of the ge-
ographical area was placed before selected informants who were requested 
to indicate whether they considered specific farmers to be inside or out-
side the communiry. Viewed in theoretical terms, the question required 
the judges ro indicate those who had starus as community residems and 
those who did not. The informants were able ro perform this task with a 
remarkable degree of agreement. A line drawn between the families indi-
cated as being inside and outside the community was regarded as the com-
munity boundary. It should be observed that· this procedure does not con-
fuse residence in the community with membership in sociologically signifi-
cant kinds of social organizations, nor does it imply the fallacy that some 
kind of over-all community organization exists in which all members par-
ticipare. Such organization seldom occurs even in a neighborhood.· 
Such a phenomenon is likely to occur only in conjunction with a 
pseudo-corporate structure such as a community-wide planning group. 
Otherwise, for local people, the community meant the locality in which a 
large number of common local institutions and agencies were loosely inte-
grated, plus a weak, diffuse feeling of obligation ro support the people and 
institutions in that locality. Local residents demonstrated they could easily 
define the community in these terms with a high degree of agreement. 
Aspects of Com munity Function in t he D iffusion of Farm I nfo rma-
tIon: 
Direct evide nce of the Significance of community structure in diffu-
sion of farm information was reflected in choice of persons as sources of 
farm information. Almost all of those chosen resided in the community. 
'While ,hi: wri,,,,, >n: 'I;f'r«i"iv< of ,hi: du. p<csen m:! by SIO<."\lm and us<: .• hoy di .. g<<<: wi,h 'hei' c""du· 
si"", as ", .r.c prop<><td hmittd u<C of .he 'erm CQmm uniry. The .u,ho" rtd .h .. in , his co"'. u Ie .. , .• rypo-
log)" of oxnmuni.y and neighborhood is <e<Juired. Set ,..ference 11. 
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Ev~n farmers living at th~ p~riph~ry (within one-fourth mile of the com-
munity boundary ) showed a pref~rence for fellow community members, 
Over fhr~-fourths of th~ir selections wer~ farm oper2Cors who also lived 
in the community. Less than one-fourth of the choices involved non·mem-
bers. 
Further data on community function in relation to the diffusion of 
farm information was limited. Neverchcless, certain other aspects of func-
tion were suggested by the nature of commu nity interaction 2nd the na-
ture of pr~v2iling norms regarding change in farm practices. These m2y 
be t~ntatively stated as (1) a definitive or permissive function with respect 
to the kind of decisions the community permitted and the nature of group 
sanctions imposed upon those who decided to change; (1) an ev:tl uativc 
or rein forcement func tion which stemmed from having associatcs who 
could be trUSted to help those considering change to :urive at socially ac-
cept2blc decisions regarding alr~rn:He goo ls and/or means; and (3) an inter-
aCtion facil itating, structul'll function derived from t"St'ablished patterns of 
association :lnd communication within the community. 
Concerning the definitive-perm issive fun ction,:t wide la ti tude in 
choice of farming practices was accorded the individual: i.e., he was pa-
mitred to make many ch:lnges in fa rm practices and proced at :1 relatively 
r:l.pid rate without censure on the PUt of associates. The importance of 
such permissive standards is more fully realized when compued with the 
more restrictive ones found by Wilkening in :l North Carolina study (22). 
Perhaps even more important in this respect was the fact rhat a!~rrness to 
new developments in farm ing and quick adoption of new farm practices, 
at le2st those that worked, aCfu:dly was a stams factor. To be out ahead in 
this respect ~nhanced one's prestigt·. Group sanctions thus encouraged 
change. Although such sanctions could not be regarded as [he exclusive 
province of the community'S norms and inter;!ction , the exercise of them 
tended to be limi ted by the community boundary. 
The second suggested community funct ion involved {he kind of sup-
port that doubters and skeptics needed to swing the b:tbnce in EIV(lr of 
change. Since techniques arc varied and new oncs arc continuall}' being 
developed, a farmer who makes rational chokes is const:lndy faced wirh 
thcse questions: "Is my informa tion completc? Have I taken everything 
inco considel'ltion and given proper weight to all the alternatives?" More-
over, doubts often arise: concerning the alternatives to which the resources 
of time, mone)', and energy should be put. Should they be used to pursue 
economic or social ends? For example, should the farmer ~mphasize hog 
production during the coming ye2t or depend upon a cash grain crop and 
us~ the extra time to enhance his personal influence by participating more 
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widely in community activities. Clearly. decisions which involve choices 
:l.mong various goals also involve inrcgrative \·alucs. These: in turn raise 
doubt~ with regard to one's mOr:J.i rightness; i.e .. "Am I Joing the right 
thing." The person who can reassure or C:l n both fe:\ssure and inform is 
indispensable under such circumstances. Choice is limited to those with 
whom one can identify and upon whom one's own values and desires can 
bt" projecrcd-rhc friend. neighbor. or community member. Membership 
in the communiTl' supplies a basis for rhe choice of other persons who can 
be called upon for consultation. It is. of course. possible that cliques and 
neighborhoods serve much the same funnion. In any case, the provision 
of other persons for consult:l.tion is not the exclusive province of com-
munity interacrion and identification. 
From a somewhat differICnt point of view, the process of devcloping 
an integrated community org.lnization can be viewed as a process of estab-
lishing channels of communication between organizations and persons of 
intluellce in the local area. Herein lies rhe interaction facilitating function 
of community srrucrurc. 
N EIGHBO RHOO DS 
Size, Nature, and Distribution: 
Repelfed reference to specific neighborhoods provided the original 
clue to their location and existence. However. for investigative purposes 
in'lu ity was made into whether or not specific persons near the periphery 
actually resided inside or outside each of the neighborhoods. Since this 
was essentially rhe same technique used to delimit rhe community bound-
ary. it was characterized by rhe same assets and limitations. As in the case 
of the community bound:lry, residents were able to delimit the area with 
rather remarkable agreement. The resulrs. of course. indicated liule, if any-
thing. about the social organization cxisting wirhin rhe neighborhood. 
Nor could it be inferred that everyone living within the area was of the 
neighborhood in the sensc of parricipating extensively in its activi ties. The 
c;.;tent of participation in formal and informal organizations constitutes 
important d:l.ta concerning neighborhoods but need noc be parr of rhe 
initial operational definition of them. 
The largest of the delimited neighborhood localities included 4~ farm 
operators and their families and the smallest 15. The average: was 27. In 
general. neighborhood residents differed little: from non-residents. In aver-
age prestige they were neither significantly different from each other nor 
frorn the community mean. In like manner, the average age, improved 
practice score, years schooling completed, and amount of social participa-
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Figure 2 - Ne ighborhoods and control are a s in th e survey com-
munity. 
tion of neighborhood residents were simibr to the respective averages for 
the community. In one neighborhood only (No. !i. Figure 2) did the aver-
age income differ significantly from the communit)· mean. 
Although the neighborhoods were supplied unequall)' with organiza-
tions and service agencie~. each had t WO or more serving as focal poi nts 
of social aCtivity. Two neighborhoods had a store, a blacksmith shop. a 
church. and a school. Two had a gener:d store and one had only a church 
and a school. In general, these formal organizations and service agencies 
provided convenient meeting places for neighborhood residents. Informal 
visiting at the neighborhood center. apart from the specific needs supplied 
by the organizations and agencies. W2S frequently menrioned as an impor-
tam pan of 10(21 activity in fou r of the five neighborhoods. In the remain-
ing one, informal visiting seemed to exi st largely as a by-product of local 
organization and agency activity. 
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Like the community, the neighborhood is a !ocalit~· within which a 
significant number of organizations and agencies are Ioclted. However, 
ntighborhood~ differ from the community in that they have feWt;T organi-
z:lcions and agencies. and afC small enough to permit the informal associa-
tion of each person with a higher proportion of other local residents than 
would be possible in rhe larger community. The COnStiiUenr organizations 
of the neighborhoods under discussion were charaCterized by a min imum 
of formal organization. This limin:d amount of formal organization was 
supported by, and in [Urn supported . a pactern of informal association 
focalized :1t the neighborhood center. As a social phenomenon , distinctive 
on the one hand from a mere lo<:ality and on the other hand from random 
occurrence of various organizations and service agencies, these neighbor-
hoods provided a supra-added element of meaning to the locality and to 
the local formal social structure. They provided the formal mechanisms 
for interchange of personal information among neighborhood residents. 
Also. neighborhood orientation and feeling of belonging brought a de-
gree of loyalty obligation to neighbors and neighborhood organizations nor 
enjoyed by a geographic locali ty, alone, or by the larger, encompassing 
communIty. 
Structure in Relation to Diffusion of Farm Informacion . 
The major objective of chis porrion of che scudy cenrered abouc the 
manner in which neighborhood structure funCtioned in the diffusion and 
use of farm information. Three types of data made an analysis of this kind 
possible in some degree: (1) a detai led census of persons involved in the 
search for farm in formation, including both the seekers of information and 
those sought; (2) an indication of places where each farm operator talked 
to other farmers abouc matters related to farming; and (3) the source or 
sources of farm information found most useful by each operator. 
(1) The Localizing Influence of Neighborhood Structure: The in-
ward orientation of neighborhood residents with respect to their choice 
of sources may be examined in terms of the relative proportions of con-
traces chac neighborhood and non.neighborhood residents made within the 
immediate locality. 
Direct comparisons, however, are complicated by the fact rhat physi-
cal distance alone operated to localize such relationships. This is dtmon-
strated by an average distance of 1.33 miles between chose naming and 
those named as sources of farm information. Eighty-nine percent of the 
seeker-sought pairs lived within three miles of each other. Some control of 
the dis(ance factor therefore was necessary. This was done by establishing 
co ntrol areas inside the community as nearly comparable in size (geo-
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graphic space) and location as possible to cxisting neighborhoods for com-
parative purposes. (See Figure 2.) {For a more detailed explanation see 
reference 17J. The average spatial afea of the five control areas was equal 
TO the average area of rhe five neighborhoods or approximately 12 square 
miles. Although the average number of fum operarors residing in the 
five neighborhoods was 27. compared to 21 fo r the four con trol areas. 
there seemed ro be no dear-cut relationship betw~n number of persons 
per neighborhood or control aro and rhe proportion of information seek-
ing relationships within ,he arl"";J.. 
As rhe basis for the first type of information seeking relationship, all 
farm operators in the community were asked the following question: "Did 
you obtain useful [arm information from friends and neighbors during the 
past yeu?" Whenever :tn affirmative reply was given, the person was asked 
to specify from whom the information was obtained. Whether the infor-
mation obtained was the result of active seeking or of passive overhe:uing 
of a discussion may be an important consider:lcion but was nor determin(.-ci. 
For purposes of analysis, the respondent and the person (or per-
sons ) named as a sou rce were designated as seeker and sougbt respe<:· 
tive! y. T he term ISR (ill/ormation seekirlg relationship) will be used 
throug hout this report to refer to the relationship between each of 
the 430 seeker-sought pairs. The meaning of the word relationship 
as used here is limited by this operational de fi nirion. No assu mp-
tions are made with respect to frequency of contact or permanency 
of the relationship . 
Responses co the question above revealed that 73 percent of the rSRs 
of neighborhood resiJents involved other farm operators li ving in the 
same neighborhood as the sceker. (Sc(: Table 1.) At rhe same time. only 
52.1 percent of the ISRs of sC("kers living in The control areas were with 
ocher farm operators of the sa me area. (Since in this o.se. we are dealing 
with aU the farm operators in the various localities the differences given 
TABLE 1. PERSONS NAMED AS SOURCES OF FARM INFORMATION. 
BY RESIDENCE 11IE PERSON NAMED AND RESIDENCE 
AU persorIS named •.••• 
Lived In !lame ndghbor hood 
","';Oi~'i".';'~:':~~ . a.l. {~u:~r. 
'" 
73.2 52. 1 
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are real. However, on (he assumption tilat these findings might be gener-
alized to the entire Northeastern porcion of Missouri, some degree of con-
fidence in this assumption is provided by the chi-sguare test which indi-
cates that the difference in the percentage is significant at rhe 0.001 !eveL) 
Thus, neighborhood residents were much morc inclined to confine choices 
of persons :'IS sources of f:lfffi information to fellow residents than was 
rhe case for control :lrea residents. 
A second ISR W:IS obt:tined b)' :lsking each farm operatOr to indicate 
to whom he (:lIked most frl-guencly about farm problems. Persons named 
in response to (his question are referred to as most frequently sought 
sources in order to distinguish them from those named previously 
as all persons sought. For these COnt:lCCS. the nature of the ISR is more 
definite. The question clearly implies ;1. rd:1[ionship which has a reason-
able prob:lbility of recurring. There is also an implication that some kind 
of social rehtionship or organization exists. No assumptions ace made. 
however. concerning the usefulness of any informacion obtained by means 
of the 159 ISRs thus defined. This qualification should be noted as a 
limitation on inferences made throughout the study. 
The [SR pattern for neighbochood and comrol group residents in-
volving !!lost freqllelltzl' JOllght sources was essenc iaHy like the pattern in-
volving all sources. Tabuhtions showed 78.5 percent of the people named 
as mOJt fmJm1lf~J' JOlight by neighborhood residents lived within the same 
neighborhood. compared to 52.5 percent of those named by residencs of 
control areas (Table 2) . However, neighborhoods varied somewhat in the 
proportion of ISRs confined to neighborhood members (Table 3). Inter-
estingly enough, the one neighborhood (No. ~) that had no informal 
visiting at the neighborhood center apart from that associated with church 
and school aCtivities showed rhe least confinement of ISRs within the 
neighborhood. However. with only ooe exception, neighborhood residents 
indicated a consistently greater tendency to select fellow residents as 
TABLE 2. PERSONS NAMED AS SOURCES OF FARM INFORMA TION, MOOT 
FREQUENTLY SOUGHT BY RESIDENCE OF THE PERSON NAMED AND 
All persons named .... . . 
Lived In same nelghbor tlood 
or control a r ea a s far mer 
naming him . ... ... . .. . 
Old not live In same neigh-
borhood or control area a s 
farmer naml~ him ..... . 
Chi-square - 9~; at - 1; P<.o1. 
51 
14 
, 
78.5 31 52.5 
21.5 26 47. S 
TABLE 3. THE l'ROPORTION OF I'ERSONS NAMED AS SOURCES OF FARM INFORMATION WHO LIVE 
IN THE SAME NEIGHBORHOOD OR CONTROL AREA AS THE FARMER NAMING THEM--
1 • . •.• . • . • . ••• 
z . . ... . . . ... . . 
3 . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
4 ... . ........ . 
~ ............ . 
Conlrol area 
I ............ . 
2 .......... . . . 
3 •..•.•••...•. 
4 ....... . • . •.. 
" ~ 
> 
~ 
" g' 
~ 
Z 
~ 
~ 
-
-~ 
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sources of farm information than residents of the control areas. 
The one exception was conrrol area 2. (See Table 3.) In this cast, 
the percent of Farm operators seeking information from residents of rhe 
same locali ty was greater than the percem for two of rhe neighborhoods. 
A pbusible explanation for this occurrence was the associat ion of some 
residents in the conrrol .uea on a near locality basis. A party telephone 
line provided the b:lsis for IOCl.1 identification and com munication. In a 
sense these families comprised a locality based clique. 
Prc-vious research in the study community had shown that 22 of the 
f:um operators who were named by five or more other farmers as mOlt 
jrtlflle/1tly fought SQUlces of farm informat ion were so distinctly different 
from the others considered-with respect to characteristics related co the 
diffusion wd use of farm information-that they could properly be re-
garded as "local influentials" (13)_ Their receptivit), to new ideas abom 
farming and their position in the informal social struCture of the com-
munity were such that they served as low-resistance avenues through 
which farm information was channeled to others who were slower to ac-
cept innovations in farming. They were also in closer contact with direct 
sources of farm information than other fa rmers. Because of these and 
other reasons. rel ationships with the m were more important than sheer 
numbers implied. However. from rh is standpoin t alone. 84 (40.2 percent) 
of the information seeking contacts by neighborhood residents Wf"re with 
"local in fl uentials." Meanwhile, as Table 4 reveals, 60.7 percent of the 
ISRs involving neighborhood residentS as seekers were with "local in-
fluential:>" living in the same neighborhood contraStC:d with 48.6 percent 
of the 15Rs in the con trol areas. Relationships of neighborhood residents 
with "local in fluentials" living outside of neighborhoods represented 
39.3 percent of the (Otal. compared with 51.4 percent of the relationships 
in the control Ue2S. These differences, under rhe hypothesis of assumed 
generality of the findings, are Significant below the 5 percent level. 
The localizing influence of neighborhoods on diffetent types of in-
formation seeking relationships is thus indicated by the extent ro which 
ISRs with " local intluentials," the most frequently sought, and all ISRs arc 
confined to residen ts of the same neighborhood. (See Tables l, 2 and 4.) 
Some disparity in the local izing influence of neighborhoods is evident, 
depending upon the kind of person soughr. While 60.7 percent of the 
ISRs with "local influentials" were confined to persons with a common 
neighborhood residence, 73.2 percenr of all ISRs, and 78.5 percent of 
those deSignated as most frequently sought were confined to neighborhood 
contacts. This is a sizeable difference in view of the fact that the latter 
cwo figures included relacionships with "local influentials.'· It undoubtedly 
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flesldence 01 "Inlillenll.a.l-
Lived In same nelghborllood or con-
troll.rea aa fa rmer nl.ml", him 48 
Old not live'" same neIghborhood 
or control a r ea aa farmer nam1nr 
him • . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . •• 30 
ttl.S 
38.S 
would have been higher had they been excluded. 
34 
36 
FARM 
AND 
48.6 
51.4 
19 
(2) F()(al POil/l1 0/ AJJ(x;af;on: Another w:l.y of describing significant 
interaction in the search for farm information is to determine where it 
occurs. Since a high proporrion of rhe social org-.mizarion and activity oc-
curring in neighborhoods is focalized:H the neighborhood center it is 
reasonable to expect it ro be rhe place where f:umers most often t'ollk to 
others about farm problems. Responses to the question, "Where do you 
most frequendy see and talk to orher farmers abour farm problems?" 
was intended to provide the basis for determining rhe specific spatial reb-
rent of the information scding relationships. However, examination of 
these responses showed th:H farmers frequently named occasions rather 
than places where [he significant interaction occurred. (See Table ~.) 
TABLE 5, PLACES WHERE FARM OPEflATOfIS SAID THEY MOOT OFTEN 
TALKED WITH OTHER FARM OPERATORS, BY RESIDENCE 
~hool 
fences 
school , 
10.3 
, . 
••• 
2.6.6 
2.9.4 
0.0 
• •• 
Since physical distance was not a factOr in the swdy of focal points 
of association direct comparison between neighborhood and non·neighbor-
hood residents could be made. The 136 neighborhood residenrs mentionoo 
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a rotal of 168 places lnd occ~ sions where they mOSt fn;guent!y discussed 
farm problems compared to a wral of 190 places :lnd/or occasions men-
tioned br the 143 non-neighborhood residents. From this it can be seen 
that the average neighborhood farmer named somewh:lt fewer places and/ 
or occasions (1.2) than the average non-ncighbJrhood fIrmer (1.3). Since 
compens,l(ion for this disparity made no signific3nr difference in the con-
clusions drawn , figures :Irc reponed in Table ") and elsewhere as the 
farmers gave them. 
For the inrcrpn:tation of dH:l, a further reasonable assumption was 
made that the various places and occasions served essenti:tlly the same 
functions for both neighborhood and non-neighborhood residents. This, 
of course. is not [0 say that the total functions of social organizations at 
neighborhood and community centers were necessarily the same for resi-
dents inside and OUTside neighborhoods. 
Examination of Table 5 reveals rather large differences in the propor-
fions of neighborhood and non-neighborhood residents naming various 
places and occasions where farm problems wen: most frequently discussed. 
Nevertheless. a tendency to n.lme pbces similar in type and accessibiliry 
was app;\ rent. Thus. for residents outside of neighborhoods, the com-
munity center presum:lbly served much the same function as the neigh-
borhood cemer for neighborhood residents. However, in the total scheme, 
far m information exchange at the community center was less important 
for residents ourside of neighborhoods than the neighborhood center was 
for neighborhood residents. 
Such formal organizations as farm meetings, "GI school." adult farm 
school. and Prod uCtion Marketing Administr:uion (Agricultural Stabiliza-
tion and Conservation Service) function in a different manner in supply-
ing farm information than informal or chance meetings and organizations 
dedicated largely fO social :lCtivities. Diffusion of farm information is like-
ly to be a manifest (intended or planned) funct ion of the former while 
for the latter it is likely to occur. jf at all, as a more or less fortuitous con-
sequence of meeting for other purposes. u 
With this distinction in manifest and latent functio n of places and 
occasions in mind we may observe thac 26.6 percent of the farm operators 
residing outside of neighborhoods mentioned such things as farm meet-
ings as occasions where they most frequently ~Iked with other farm opera· 
rots about farm problems compared to only 12.5 percent of the residents 
of neighborhOods . On the other hand, places and occasions not specifical-
ly" constituted for the purpose of disseminating farm information were rel-
atively more important for neighborhood residentS. It would thus appear 
that in formation supplied as a latent function of informal organizations 
··The concept:! of m,nif"" 1n<! I"en, fun«i"n is hmil i" in 'he ",·ri,in); of Robe" K. Meff,,". s." ... pc:<i.olll" 
Ch'l"ef I in Son..1 Tbt<ry InJ Son,,/ SIrU(llIrt. G lrn<oc. 111. : The Free P",,,. 190'9 
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foc:l.lized :l.t the neighborhood cent('[ W1S morc important for n('ighbor-
hood resid('nts than rhat supplied as a manifest function of formal organi-
zanons. 
P('rhaps most difficult to explain in the light of this reasoning is the 
differ('!).c(' in proportion of neighborhood and non-neighborhood residents 
naming work exchange situations ,IS the occasion for most fr('gueor dis-
cussion of farm problems. \Xfork exchange is a type of informal activi ty 
one might r(,3.dil y associate with neighborhood residence. Yet 27.3 per-
c('nt of the non-neighborhood residents comp3.red to 10.3 percent of the 
neighborhood rcsidmts named this as an occ:l.sion used most frequendy to 
discuss farm matters with mht"r farmers. The gueslion therefore :l.rosc; 
wh('thee work exch:l.nge was less important in n('ighborhoods lx:c;1ust: it 
occurred less fr('queml}' o r beCluse of a relatively grt":lter avaib.bility o f 
orher places and occasions regard<.-d as more imporunt. The latter explana-
tion seemed most plausible b<'-clusc the num~r of persons with whom 
work wa.~ exchanged was about the same for farmers within and outside 
of neighborhoods. In other words. so far as the discussion of farm prob-
lems is concerned it is likely th:tt the s}'stem o f org:mization iO(:llized a.t 
rhe neighborhood ctnter has a. funerional dominance over other avenuC"~ of 
communication used by neighborhood residents that is not matChed by 
th(' communiry centcr. 
Thus. n(' ighborhood struerure :tpparently provided special aven u<.'S 
through which farm inform:uion was exchanged on an informal. inter-
personal basis. Howev('r,:l.s most of the ISRs wert· confi n('d m m her 
neighborhood members (approxim:tteJ)· n percent) :md rhe neighborhood 
cent('! was regarded as the place where information was obtained. neigh-
borhoods tended to localize information setking rehtionships within the 
neig hborhood . This would indic:l.te that choic(' o f personal sources t,"ndd 
to be limited to the guaJity of advice aV:li lablc within the neighborhood. 
In th(' communit}' studied. it is perhaps significant rhat the te<:hnological 
competence of farmers within neighborhoods comp:I.f<.-d fa vof:lbly with the 
competenc(' of non·neighborhood resid('nts. 
Value Orien tations in Relation to Sourc('s. 
(1 ) Hi!lorkal Pmptctivt: H ismrically_ th(' advantages of living on the 
farm hav(' be('n t hought of in terms of fa rming as :t " way of life." The 
prevailing focus in the past was upon "social" values of honesty. neigh-
borliness, frugality, vinue, and the like rathet than upon monttaey suc-
cess. D u(' ro rigors of life on the fron tier, :l survi val value was placed on 
cooperation. Since economic success by present day standards was our of 
the guestion. the tendency was to judge a fa rmer in ttrms of his ability 
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as :l. " provider." In addition to engendering suppOrt for these norms, 
neighborhoods provided the: organ izational basis for insuring mutual as-
sistance in obtaining needed farm bbor and in the achievement of modest 
goals of education, religion, and recreation. Accordingly. any influence of 
traditional values on the farm objectives of today is likely in the direction 
of f:Hming as a rnt'ans of making a good living. 
Somewhat opposed to this view is the modern tendency to regard 
farming as a business emerprise in which rhe profit motive: predominates 
as the guiding principle. Farm managemen t decisions rend to 1><: made in 
terms of business reality and future prospectS rather than in terms of the 
traditional standards of farming as a "way of life. " Some evidence of a shift 
to rhis concept in the community studied was provided by Hepple and 
Bright (23) who concluded thar "the changing philosophy of cooperation 
among farmers seems to be away from concern for one's neigilbors and 
tOward more efficient means of agricul tural produCtion at a lower cOSt." 
"This change," they add, "'is related to changes in agriculture, particularly 
the trend tOward greater commercialization of farming . ... It is also re-
laced to the increased diversification of interests and methods among in-
dividual farmers." 
If such a sh ift in values is occurring and if neighborhoods represent 
the survival of a traditional aspect of farm li fe as some have assumed., 
one might expect some variation in the sources of farm information pre-
ferred and used by neighborhood and non-ne ighborhood residents. Two 
secs of data were analyzed with this .in mind. T hese included SOUfces of 
farm information considered most useful by neighborhood and non-
neighborhood residents and sources of farm information actually used by 
them. 
(2) Soums COllJiciered Most UJt!lll: In relation to source preference, 
each farm operator was asked the following question: " You have named 
-c---C' • , etc. as sources of farm information which you have 
found useful during the past year. WhicLl of these have you found most 
useful ?" For purpose of analysis, responses were cla~ified as follows: 
(a) intimate associates including friends, neighbors, and relatives; (b) mass 
communication media which included newspapers, magazines, and radio ; 
(c) institutionalized sources including couney agents, vocational agricul-
ture teachers, farm organization meetings, farm bulletins, adult farm 
classes, and a number of adult educational and service agencies. A fourt h 
category, of questionable meaning as a source of information,-"Own Ex-
perience" - completed ehe classification. 
Analysis of the dara revealed that the proportion of neighborhood 
and non-neighborhood residen(s reporting instirutionalized sources cf farm 
Mass 
source. 
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media .. ...... .. . 
sources ............ . 
• 
42.0 
32.2 
" 
-, 
to mOre than 100, since some operators named mor e than one 
information as most usefu l was about the ,arne, but there werc large dif-
ferences in tile number reporting intimate associ:nes and mass media as 
most useful. (See Table 6.) Neighborhood residents showed a disrinuiV(" 
preference for intimate associates (47.8 percenT) and non-neighborhood 
residents for mass media sources (42.0 percent). 
The question of. why this difference. is immediarely suggested. Since 
there is no reason to assume a difference in the availabilit), of rhe mass 
media. nor ro assume an)' significant difference in the quality and kind of 
information obtained from incimate associates by neighborhood and non-
neighborhood residents. explanation on either basis is not warranted. Fur-
til(:rmorc, an explanation on the basis of relative accessibility of intimate 
associates is negated by the fau that both neighborhood :md non.neigh-
borhood residents named approximately an equal number of persons as 
sources of farm information. Wi th rhese possibilities ruled out. a differ· 
ence in value placed upon rhe twO kinds of sources by neighborhood and 
non-neighborhood residents is suggested even though rile nature of rhis 
difference rna)' be on ly inferred. 
(3) Sourm UJed: A count of sources of farm informarion used and 
named by each operator indicated rhat non-neighborhood residents used 
more sources rhan neighborhood residents. Median numbers in each Cls<'· 
were 6.13 and 5.66. However, the median by neighborhoods ranged from 
5.25 ro 7.33. 
The difference was more marked and more consistent in use of in-
sritutionaliud sources. Fifty-five percent of rhe neighborhood residents 
namcd one or more of the institutionalized sources compared ro rwo-tilirds 
of the non.neighbothood residents. The median numbers wcre 1.20 and 
1.62, respectively. The median number used by specific neighborhood 
residence ranged from 1.00 to 1.40. Thus the median fo r each of the five 
neighborhoods was below a comparable statistic for non·neighborhood 
residents. 
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Use of the mass media as sources was much more universal tnan use 
made of the institutionalized sources. Ninety-th ree percent of the neigh-
borhood residents and 94 percent of those not living in neighborhoods 
used one or more of the mass media as a means of obTaining farm in for-
mation. The median numbers were 2.54 and 2.6S, respectively. with a range 
b)' neighborhood from 2.07 to 3.0. 
Perhaps. number of persons named as sources means less th:rn number 
of other kinds of sources named because of their accessibiliry. Nevertheless, 
in accord with the pattern of analysis used above. 91 percent of the neigh-
borhood residents and 93 percent of the non-neighborhood residents named 
one or more persons as sources of farm informa tion. T hose living within 
neighborhoods named 2.84 persons and those outside named 2.71. Varia-
tion by neighborhoods ranged from 2.42 to 3.2S . 
The evidence pointed ro a slighrly greater emphasis in use of insriru-
tionalized sources by non-neighborhood residents. Use of the other twO 
C)'pes of sources was ilighly varianr by specific neighborhoods; compari-
sons of neighborhood and non-neighborhood totals also were generally 
inconclusive. Thus, some of the data do and some do not lend credence 
to the suggested traditionalistic·rationalistic difference in orientation ro 
farming between neighborhood and non-neighborhood residents. 
\'Uhen the comparative technological competence of persons sought as 
sources of farm informatiun by neighborhood and non-neighborhood resi-
dents were compared the resulrs again were inconclusive. When viewed in 
the aggregate, non-neighborhood residenrs were inclined to look higher 
on rhe scale for advice than neighborhood residents. In the ISR involving 
(1// persons sough t as sources, the comparative improved practice ratings 
for neighborhood and non-neighborhood residents were 21.7 and 24.2. re-
spectively; for (he nl()Jf il'tftltnr/y j()lIght persons ratings were 20.6 and 22.8, 
respectively. and for persons whose opin ions were v:llucd most highly, 29.8 
and 3~.1. respectively. However, (he tendency to look up the scale was 
not equally prevalent in all neighborhoods. Residents in rhree of the five 
neighborhoods exceeded the level ser by non-neighborhood residents (or 
twO of the three interpersonal relationships discussed. Therefore, no con-
clusion of a consistent neighborhood non-neighborhood difference is war-
ranted. 
(4) ValUeJ and Function: The function of intimarc associates u sources 
of farm information must be viewed in the light of what they arc able to 
contribute to the att:1inmenr of objeCtives in farming. Also, if [he goal of 
the enterprise is merely "to make a living," tile kind of information sought 
with respect to a particular practice is likely to be quire different from that 
sought if the primary goal is to make large profits. The first implies a rra-
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ditionalistic ori(!mation to farming and th(! kgitimation of techniques in 
terms of esrablished practices. The second implies an insrrument~l uril1lta-
tion which means th,lt maners of efficiency become important in (!valu:u-
ing the practice, If the information obtained pertains to those who ila-ve 
used it locally, and whether it disrupcs'esublished sexial pr-Jerices. this in· 
formation will no doubt be functional for the farm operator who W.U1ts to 
adapt (0 rhe traditional norms of neighborhood living. However. the s:\me 
information will be dysfunctional for rhe farm« whose objective rl"<Juires 
the rational evaluation of practices as instruments for worldly success. 
Therefore, a complete functi onal analysis must be directed to both thl' 
value orientation of the individual and of the neighborhood in which he 
lives. 
The fact that sanctions governing the use of ideas regarding agricul-
tural techniques rend to be permissive is Significant in this respect. Within 
broad limits. the question whether or not a particular practice will be used 
is a decision which the farmer i)imself can and must make. Consequently. 
it is likely that if informa tion tends to be dysfunctionaL the firmer will 
utilize other channels of information, depending upon his Jegrtt of com-
mitment to neighborhood as contrasted with success norms. in cases when:: 
they differ. Thus. one may find. as did Wilkening in North Carolina (22), 
that there arc multiple channels of interpersonal influence in the s:tme 
neighborhood. That is, :t channel of interpersonal influence through which 
farmers with traditional istic orientations obtain information as well as 
other channels through which farmers with instrumental orientations ob-
tain information. 
However. the dara from th is study indicated chac persons sought 
tenJed to rank higher in bm h prestige and technical com petence [han 
those seeking [hem. This is as would be expected where farmers are Sl·t-k-
ing in formation conducive to econom ic success in furming (22. 13, 36). 
It suggestS a single broad channel of information seeking. :Ind :l. m:lior 
set of agricultural values which emphasize ehe value of new tl'Chnology in 
farming. Apparently, ehe differences in rational orientation (xcurring :lmon~ 
people in different neighborilOods and berween neighborhood :\nJ n.m· 
neighborhood residents were differences in degree only. 
SOCIAL CLASS AND COMMUNITY PRESTIGE 
Nature of the Prestige Structure. 
Among the important social structures in rural communities are social 
classes. While they infrequently, if ever, exist as rcal functioning soci:!1 
groups, they consist of a multiplicity of individuals of similar prestige 
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who regard themselves as members of the same social class. Others art: 
regarded as members of a diflcrent class or classes. As such. social classes 
operate as consrructed reference groups (2~) which 3re functionally im-
portant in the selection of associates and tile choice of behavioral norms. 
Being recognized as social entities by local people. they serve as objects of 
orientation in the sdccrion of associates and. perhaps, as sources of infor-
mation . Therefore. rhe existence of well-defined social classes in a cam-
mUllifY is likely to restrier the r:tnge of choice of individuals as sources of 
information. Whether this hinders or facilitates the diffusion of scientific 
farm information cannot be predicted accuf3tcly from this information 
alone. As wben considering the function of tile neighborhood, it is neces· 
sary to know (1) the distribution of '1ualified persons throughout the 
social cbss hierarchy, (2) the norms and objectives of local farmers, and 
(3) whether in reality the selectivity of associates on a class basis does in· 
f1uence the activit,' of seeking sciencific farm information. 
Among the m3ny methods which ilave been used to investig:u e $OCial 
class Structures of rural and urban communities, the one using ratings of 
individual farm families by sekcted judges was chosen :IS most feasible fOf 
this study. This was supplemented by '1uestioning farm operatOrs con-
cerning the existence of symbols of social class placement. However, con· 
clusions concerni ng the hierarchical social StruCture in the community de· 
pended primarily upon t he I"fltings made b)' 16 judges. Although an at· 
tempt was made to select judges in a manner representative of socio-eco-
nomic status. length of residence, education, income. age, and spatial loca-
tion in the community, fiml choice h:1.d to be made primarily on the basis 
of will ingness to cooperate. Tilerefore. no claim is made for random selec-
tion of judges. Similar difficulties seem to have accompanied all studies of 
social classes in rural commun ities. I n fact, the enforced seieccivity of 
judges h:ls elsewhere been taken as a signifi cant indication of a value ori-
entation characteristic of persons possessing social class images. In ocher 
words, willingness to cooperate depends to some extent upon holding 
value orientations that are both a source and a result of the hierarchical 
ranking of individuals in the community. ( For a detailed analysis of che 
rating procedure used see reference 20). 
Eleven farm operators and five sons of farm operators complied with 
the re'luest to rate every farm operator with wnom (hey were sufficiendy 
well acquainted. The five youthful raters were students at the University 
of Missouri at the time. Names of beads of farm households were placed 
on index cards and individual nters were given free choice in selecting the 
number of hierarchical cacegories to be used in ranking the persons. Per-
mitting this dement of choice to remain in the hands of the judges en-
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ablect the investigators to srudy the degree of consensus among the judgcs 
reg:Irding thei! respective imaJotes of the social strata in the community. 
Where distinct social classes exist, a racher high degree of agreemenr 
is expected concerning the number of categories to be used in the place-
ment of individuals. Lack of such agreement may be taken as evidencc of 
the non-existence of cQmmonly recognized soci:tl class images. in this 
study, one judge used nvo classes in rating heads of farm houseilOlds. 
chree judges used thret" classes. four US1..-d four .• hree used fivc. onc uSt-d 
six, two used seven and twO USt-d eight. 
In view of t he Jisparity in the categories used by judges. it seems 
likely (hat commonl}' recognized social dasses did nor ("x is(. A gra&l[ion 
in prestige guite devoid of cI:t.~s structure seemed to b<; indic:lted. TIlis 
conclusion was funher supported by the f:t ilure of the TesJX>ndents to em-
ploy class names in locating particular persons ill the prestige hierarchy. 
Pan:ntheticall)'_ widespread use of common class designarions freguendy 
has been taken as significant evidence of (he existence of s(lci:d classt-s. 
and rile lack of such designations as evidence of their absence, 
Sino:: the evidence discounts the l'xistence of social cl:lsses one ffi:\\" 
assume thar each ju(lgl' was attempring to place the hC"J.ds of farm house-
holds in a hierarchical arr:mgemem similar to his image of the prestige 
HruCture of the community. Therefore. in order to arrive at a common 
measure of the position of every individaul. some means ilad to be u!'K:d 
to l 'OIlVcTt :I Ii ratings to a common sc:de. One means of determining a 
composite score is to average the rank scores for every individual. How-
ever. this !~ hardl) sal' i~f:tctOry b("cause it accords the same weight to eICh 
rank score inespenive of whethcr a given rank may occur in a series of 
three. four. five .. .. or eight. Obviousl}'. being piaC(-<i in the St"Cond rank 
of a hier:trchy of three docs not have dle same meaning as lx·ing plam::1 
second in a hicrafcilY of cight. Consequently. a way had co be dt"vised to 
conVert ratings to a common scale. After considering \'3fious t(-chnigues 
it was decided co change each judge'5 ratings to standard scores by usc 01 
the fallowing formula : (26) 
T-score = 
(assumed new standard deviatiQn) (Kank score- mean) 
standard deviation 
+new assumed mean 
To retain some degree of conventionality in numberi ng. ran k scores 
were convened to standard ~ores having a range from 0 to iO and a mean 
of five. Srandard scores computed from rank positions assigned to C"Jch op-
erator were then added anJ averaged co determine his composite prcsti,lrc 
score. Thcse scores will be referred to subseguently as community pres-
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Figure 3-Community prestige rating s of the farm operators stud-
ied . 
fige r.lt ings or si mply liS pr<:stige ratings. For descriptive purposes, indio 
viduals wer/; placed in one-nai f unit class in rerv:d s ranging from 1.:5 to 7.~ 
with low scores represenring high prestige. (See Fig ure 3.) 
Prestige Rating of Seeker in Relation to Person Sought. 
Despite the :l.b~nc(' of social classes. some rather clear cut fel:Hion· 
Silips occufrt'd between the prestige r:uings of seekers of informuion and 
[ho~c named as sources. Briefly. in all thn:c of the information seeking 
rela tionsh ips with which we have been concerned, rhe persons sought had 
higher prestige ra tings than the community average. 
The average preuige r:Hing was 3.9 fo r all farm o~rators named as 
sources and tile same for those na med as mOSljnqllmtly JOllghl. For the 
most highly CJ ualified persons, the " local infiuentials," the average f'1ting 
W,\S 3.0. The average for all farmers in the community was 4.2, so farmers 
named as sources in eaeh of the three relationships were well above the 
communlt}' average. 
Ir fullows th:J.t the most common form of infonn:Hion seeking pattern 
was for a seeker to choose somrone ranking higiler in community prestige 
th:1O himself. 
In the ISR (in formation seeking relationship) involving all infor-
mation seekers and ali persons named as sources. the average prestige rat-
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ing of the sources was 0.67 poims higher than that of the seekers. For the 
ISRs involving persons named as most freq1lently JOllght the figure W;IS 
simihr, but for rSRs involving "local inAuemials" the average upward 
look was 1.4 prestige points. Often . the farm operator chosen as ~ soum' 
ranked much higher than the 0.67 prestige units above his advisee. SonK" 
times. as was particularly true in information seeking from ~loca l intluo':l1' 
tials" (See Figure 4), the choice of a source actually spanned the elltir~' 
scale of community prestige. 
O n the other hand . farm operawrs fre<Juently sought the advicl' of 
others pmst'"Ssing less community prestige than themselves: it was not un-
common for the disparity to be as much as 1.5 to 2.0 prestige units_ TiH': 
inclination to seek information from hrm operators lo\ver 0\1 the scalL" 
than themseivcs diminished as the selectiveness increased. (ISRs involvinf 
all persons sought were ft'garded as the least selective, thosc with '"local 
influentials" rhe most ~e1ective, and chose with persons named as IIl!)S! 
frequenth .fought intermediate.) The tendency to choose 6rmers ar greater 
distances up the prestige scale increased with increase in selectivity of the 
relationsilip. This. in a sense. was illustratt:d by (he greater disrance seek-
ers looked when seeking advice from '"local in fluemials " than when seck-
ing information from farm operators not so designated. The major limita· 
tion to this general principle was the prestige position of the seeker. For 
example. seekers at rhe top of the prestige scale could choose only from 
prestige e<Juals or those lower than themselves. 
Prestige as a Barrier. 
It was obvious fro m the foregoing that prestlge was a structuring 
factor in interpersonal relations involving rile communication of fa rm in-
forma tion. Bur whether it served to the advantage of some informatioll 
seekers and to the disadvantage of others is a C[ uestion to be investigated. 
Although dara suggested that it did not serve as a barrier, definite con-
clusions were not warranted until allowance was made for differences in 
opp:munities for selection of sources. CoosC<Juently, the choice of persons 
as sources was compared with the numerical opponunities for selection 
It was bdievcd rhac if use ratcs were not proportionate to rhe possible 
number of persons from whom choice could be made. there would be 
some rcason to believe tilar prestige differences diJ restrict communicl-
non. 
From the standpoint of procedure. it was a relatively simple matt(;r 
to compute the number of contacts between farm operators holding ditkr-
em positions on .:he presrige scale.t However, computation of the pos-
sible number of persons with whom contaers might be made posed che 
tFor "",veni",,~ and .impli<iry ,h= prC$<ig< "''''goria '""< ..s<d. high (U '0 ).4). medium (3.~ '0 4.4) •• nJ 
10'" (4_) '07.4) 
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Figure 4-Prestige position of " local influentials" and farm op-
erators seeking farm information from th em. 
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Figure 5_Proportionate use of high, medium, and low ·prestige 
persons as sources of farm information by high, medium, and low 
prestige seekers. 
additional problem of defining rhe universe of con ract opportunity. As 
suggested elsewhere, such a universe ideally should b(" O!K "in whidl 
there is ample opponunity for interpersonal conract among ;Ill the persons 
involved and one in which pam:rns of association arc relatively self-con-
rained. T hese ideals can, of course, only be approximated in acrualicr:' 
(For a more detailed consideration of chis maner see rcfcrcnCl" 27.) Al-
(hough the; area included with the boundaries of the community fell $onll.:-
what ~hort of this ideal. it proved to have crmsiderable mcrit. As alreadl' 
shown. a high proportion of the information seeking rehtionsiJips of 
tho~e livlllg on the extremirit·~ of the community (76 percell<) were (Oll-
fined ro rile resiJcnts of the community. Also. the opportunities for pt'r-
sonal comact within the community were many and rccurrem.tt 
Accordingl),. rhe possibilities for contacts among farm operarors with-
in each prestige category were computed. For example. the possibk num· 
ber of COntactS of b.rm operators with other members of the same <.':lte,I;on 
is egual to N(N-I). where N e<Juals the number of farm operators in ,ill' 
prestige category. The possible number of persons of different prestigtc 
categories with whom contacts may be made is equal to the (otal number 
of farm operuors in one prestige category times' the number in another 
category. The ratio of the actual number of pcrsons sought as pcrson:l1 
sources to the total rhat could be sought was computed from these datI. 
The results of this analysis. for all persons sought as sources ( FigUlT 
5). suggest rhree conclusions concerning tile effect of difference in com-
tt Th~ mum!"i"" ol .. bfi~c "'Iu.lifY of "pponuni,y i, tn.i. fO ,h<; .n.l),>i. hm' .nd d<C"'hm; in ' Il<' bull.;,i". 
Also th= i,.n impli<:d ... ump<;on of «!u.lif~ of ned fOf ;, fo""",i",, ... hich ",om, • oar. " .. ~mp';,," i'w.'''  mo, 
,,·hich m.y 00' be ,rue undrr other .irCllm".no:n. 
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munit)" prestige. Fim, it isevident that brrn operators of all three prestige 
categories-high. medium. and low-used more of their opportun ities 
for ISRs with f.1,rm oper:l.tors in a higher prestige category than with oper-
ators in their own. or a lower category. High prestige farm operators, of 
course, were limi(cU to persons of their own or lower prestige categories 
for their choices. Thus, they SilOwcd a much greater preference for other 
members of their own prestige category. This is merdr a reAeerion of the 
previously observed tendenC)' for farm Oper:HOrs to choose persons "stand-
ing higher"' in terms of community prestige than themselves. A chi square 
test :lpplieJ to the dat:l indicated that the over·all distribution of informa-
cion s(:eking relationships among various prestige categories was signifi-
candy differenr from what might ilave been expected to occur due to 
r:mdom variation. (X: = 381.08; df=9; p < .01) 
Notwithstanding the inclination to look up the prestige Kale for 
sources of in formation. the evidence sugsested that prestige differentials 
did restrict contacts. Medium prestige farm operators util ized a sm:lilcr 
proportion of their opportunities to contact high prestige farmers than 
did those of high prestige: low prestige farm operators used even fewer 
of their opportunities to concaer high prestige farmers. (The percentage of 
oppotfunities utilized in each ease waS smalJ but tile actual figures were 
less important th:m the relationship among them. Upper class farm opera· 
tors made use of 263 cen·thousandth.., of their possible opportunities to 
conr~ct ocher upper cbss f~rm oper~tors, compared with 13) and 94 ren-
thous~ndths for middle and lower class farm operators, respectively.) 
Furthermore. the progressive decline in proportionate use of high 
prestige farmers by low and medium prestige farmers was balanced by a 
gradu:ued increase in [he proportionate use of the opportunities witi} 
members of their own cl~sses: i.e., the less they contacted high prestige 
oper:llors. the more the)' contacted farmers in their own prestige class. 
This could be interpreted to mean that the general upward look for 
sources of farm information was tempered by distance on the prestige 
scall:. Although this slight but significant tendency was in evidence, it was 
suborciin:m: to the dominant pattern in Wilich farm operators at all pres· 
tige level.., used many more of their ISRs with high prestige farmers than 
with those at or below their own leveL 
The general significance of this structural pattern necessitates an ex· 
:l.min~t ion of the relationship between prestige and compeeence to give 
advice, 
Technological competence was defined previously in terms of the 
use of appmpriare improved farm practice~. Defined in this manner, it is 
pos5ible to say that a simple correlation of 0.40 occurred between com-
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munic), prestige and tecimological comperence. This shows a low but sign-
ificant relationship bctwttn the twO fa ctors. In ocher words. the praCtice 
of looking up the prt:stige hierarch), to sources of information denowl ;l 
willingne~s co (ransgress prestig{' barriers in the interest of obtaining in-
formarion from competent sources. At the same time, the rdatin:ly limit-
ed. degr~ of rhe association bc{wc;en improved. pf3Ctice tarings :md com-
munity prestige suggested that fa ilure to look to higher prestige sourCeS 
did not necessarily deprive the farm operl(ors of ti le possibility of associ;Lt-
ing with quali fied sources. This laner conclusion is subsflmiated by a di-
reCt comparison of the prestige ratings of farm 0PCJ":iwrs seeking infOLmJ-
tion and the ra tes :tt which highly competent sources of informacion were 
utilized. Signific:tntly. farm operarors from all three prestige categorks-
high, medium, and low-made relativdy greater usc of opportunities for 
conracts with highly comperem persons as sou rces of information (hln 
with less competent ones. 
In further pursuit of tilc manner in which prestige may structure the 
communication of farm information we now turn to the second type of 
inform;uion seeking relationship (ISR) , namel)". rhose in which f~rm oper· 
ators were named as 1110)1 !rtqllmtlJ' sOllghl JOll rm. The selectivi ty in this 
case is pri mari ly one of frequency of contact. Therefore. it does not nl-ces-
suily mean these farmef5 were rechnologicall)' more competen t tt) give 
advice than rhose who were n:J.mro as sources without regard to frequen0' 
of contact. In any case. tile patterns of lssociadon in so far as presriF:e 
was a factor, were much the same as for Those involving all pcrson~ n:unoo 
as sources of hrm information. T he most noteworthy differeoce was the 
smaller proporrion of roml opporTUniries used by s~kers. This is a 10F:ical 
result 01 rhe limited number of persons :lny individual can"most fr~ul·nt­
Iy s~k.'· It does not affect our conclusion concerning the effect of pres-
tige on patterns of information seeking. The smaller size of the chi squan: 
for this type of relationship ( X~ = 117.8; df= 9; P < .01) as compar<:d. to 
that for relationships involving ail personal sources was likely due to the 
smaller number of cases involved ~nd nor to a redUCTion in significance of 
prestige in relation to ti1e scie({ion of persons :IS most frC<juently sought 
sources of farm informacion. 
The third ISR type considered in an dlon to determine the possible 
restricti ve in fl uence of presrige on choice of persons as sources of f:nm 
informarion was the type involving "local influen tials." This type of!C-
lationship assumed a salient importance because of the key positions held 
by "local inAuemials" in the communicaTive strucmrc and because of their 
likely competence to give advice on matters related to farming. Not only 
did "local influenrials" stand high on rhe prestige scalc. but their average 
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Figure 6 .... Propo rtion(lte use of high, medium, and low prestige 
" influe ntials" a s sou rces of farm information by hig h, medium , 
and low prestige seeke rs. 
improveJ pr:!Ctice r:tting was twice rh:H of orLler people in the community. 
(B) While previousl)' we indicar~ rhal people Sttking information look-
ed to "loa.1 inAucnti:.tls·· higher in the prestige SC1I.le rhan themselves, the 
question of whether or not prestige differentials tended IO restrict com-
munication with them was nOt determined. Figure 6. which is a graphic 
portrayal of t he proportion of contact opportunities utilized by Iligh. 
medium. and low prestige seekers :lnd "influen tials,'- reveals that no 
single clear cur pattern of relationship existed in the community studied. 
In view of this inconsistency. che meaning of an otherwise signi ficant chi 
square is somewhat obscure. (X~ =9.4: df=4; P < .05). Nevertheless, of 
the three ISR types considered . the tendency to ignore prestige differences 
was strongest in the one involving "loc:!.l influentials.'· 
SOCIAL CLIQUES 
Nature of the Clique Structure. 
Social cliques are composed of a small number of fami lies that accept 
e2ch other as social e'juals and associate with each other as "fri ends," 
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largely to the exclusion of the rest of rhe community. Basically. ther are 
non-kindred groups which satisfy many of the socio·psychological needs 
which presu mably were satisfied by the neighborhood before the advent 
of diques. T here are several imporrant similarities as weB as egually im-
portant differences between social diques or friendsh ip groups. md neigh-
borhoods. These should ~ made clear ar the ourser. Both are ~hat in 
many respects might be called gemeinschafr groups; but whereas the 
neighborhood in the ide-JI C:lse is a gemeinschafc inclusive of all those in 
the same loc:llity. the C!i9ue is;l gemeinschaft of those who h:l.ve simibr 
interests :lncl esteem to the c:>:clusion of others in the same loca lity. TIle 
neighborhood derivt:s from people who have common locality stams. 
while the d i9ue derives from those having mutual interests nOt directly 
associare.J with a given locality. For eX:lmple. it was noted with rCSjX'Ct to 
many stams characreristics, as well as wirh the prestige of farm operators. 
th:l.t neighborhood residents did not differ by specific neighborhoods or 
from all farm operators in the communiry in so far as :lverage f:l.cings were 
concerned. However, such was not rhe case for members of social cli'lues. 
As will be shown, clique members ranked higher in prestige than the 
average of all farm operators. Moreover, as ius been shown elsewhere, 
social cliques differed significantl y among themselves with regard to the 
mean prestige of their membership (20), Generally speaking, neighbor-
hoods have a permanence beyond the life span of anyone individual. 
whereas cli'lues have no permanence beyond the existence of the persons 
who share common interests. 
From one point of view, neighborhoods and cliques are manifesrations 
of tWO divergent types of society. The neighborhood, ideally. is the pro-
duct of a society which institutionalizes strong parricularistic, or ascriptive 
values. or both, while the c1igue functions as an adaptive Structure in a 
society which inst itutionalizes universalistic or achievement values, or 
both. From rhis point of view tile c1i'lue m:l.y not be a neglected phenom-
enon in rural society as some have felt (28) but rather it representS a new 
phenomenon which is an accompaniment of the change from a traditional-
istic, self-sufficing agriculrure to a commercialized agriculture and an ur· 
ba nized rural society (20) that has become spatially more mobile and 
more selective with respect to intimate association. 
The clique, like the neighborhood. is likely to become an important 
social Structure in the diffusion of farm information since, like all social 
systems. it ilas both passive and active mechanisms of social conrrol. On 
the passive side, the clique serves as an object of orientation in social re· 
lationships which involve ex pressive friendship interests. At the same 
time, norms of the clique speCify attitudes of superioriry and exclusive-
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ness roward outsiders. primarily on the basis of differences in prestige. 
Group members also may be actively sub jected to ridicule and expulsion 
for association with "the wrong people." Clearly. mechanisms of indusion 
and exclusion such as these may be very import:l.nt, in the onc case re-
stricting and in tile other facili rating the diffusion of farm informacion. 
CliCjues were determined in rhe communil}' by nrSt asking rhe ques-
tion, "Who are rour ocst friends?" On [he basis of rhe replies, interlock-
ing pairs of mutual "beSt friend" choices were esrablished. An additional 
requirement was met by csr:lblishing the fact and na ture of association . 
When subse<juem analysis 1ndicHed that the latter was Jacking, follow-up 
interviews were taken with selected key people in the community to fill 
in the gaps_ TilUs. che existence of mutual interlocking choices, along 
with evidence of actu;il group ;Issociacion, constituted the basis for che de-
terminacion of cligues. 
In this manner 18 mutual " best fr iend" groups were determined. 
T hey included 69. or nearly one-fifth of the farm families in the com-
munity. In addition to these groups. which may be called cliques in the 
striCt sense of the term. there were 11 additional "beSt friend" arrange-
menrs which migh t better be described as kinship g roups. work exchangt= 
g roups, :md chains of besc friends that were not murually interlocking, or 
did noc participace together as if they were social equals. Strucrurally, and 
in many respects functionally. th is latter type of informal social group is 
guite different from che cligue. However, si nce it had been shown else-
where (28) that both functioned in much t he same manner in the diffu-
sion of ('!rm informacion, tiley were treated under the designation of "in-
formal social groups." Separate designation was used only when differ-
ences in the influence of the tWO ty~ of struCtures were apparent. 
Social cligues in the community studied were characteristically a mid-
dle and upper class phenomenon. Almost half of nil clique members, were 
members of the upper prestige class, i.e., with a prestige rating above 35, 
On the other hand, less than 15 percent were members of the lower pres-
ti~ class, i.e .. wi th presti,ll:e r:ltin,ll:s 4.5 and below. The averaj.:e presti,ll:e of 
tile 69 cligue members was 3.7, compared to 4.2 for all f:um operators. 
Thus, in the aggregate, those who belonged to social digues wen: hdJ 111 
higher esteem [han those who did not. 
While social cl igues are undeniably an important and permanent parr 
of the community social structure. the impression gained from a variety 
of observa tions is that they represent a relatively new phenomenon. In 
the firs t place, wi ti l onc excepti on, cliques were not recalled by proper 
names, such as the " Four Hundred" or " H ill Crowd." Naming is onc of 
the most elementary bases by which socially important entities are identi· 
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fied. Thus, the absence suggcsted that the cligues were not permanently 
established. 
Along with this absence of names there was a general lack of ;\V,' ,Ir(" 
nesS that c1igues existed in the community. Ordinarily, farmers could iden· 
tify few people who were members of cliques even thougt} about {)tk·· 
fourth of them were members of one. This may be partially understand;!· 
ble in view of the tradicional antipathy that rural people have maintained 
toward "cliquishness:' "snobbishness," and other similar traits genef:l.l!~· 
assumed to be associated. with the evils of urbanity as contrasted wirh the 
friendliness and "wholesomeness" of rural ncighborhood and communil\" 
living. TilUS, farm people were nor inclined (0 identify d1tse social groups ' 
as cligues evcn when thcir existance was known . 
The fact that digue membership was brgely confined to young Etrm 
operators in the community was funher evidence that di'lue pareicipation 
was representative of a newer sec of values. Whereas. 62.0 perccm of th", 
farm operators in the area studied were under age ~~. a rotal of 81.2 IX'\"' 
cem of the cligue members were under rhis age limit. Data of this type. 
of course, must not be taken as proof that diques are indiC:l.tive of a neWlT 
secularized rural society in whieil monetary success in farming is the most 
imporranc basis of esteem. However, they are consistene with it. 
Clique Structure in Relation to the Di ffusio n of Farm Information 
Regarding the relation of di<jues and other elementary informal social 
arrangemems ro the diffusion of farm information, there seeml-xi to be five 
different situations involving mechanisms of group inclusion and exclu· 
sion. They were : 
A. Situations where both the information seeker and ,he person 
sought were members of the same informal group. 
B. Situations where neither the seeker nor the person sought was a 
member of any informal group. 
e. Situations where the seeker was a member of an informal group. 
but the person sought was not. 
D. Situations where the person sought was a member of an in· 
formal group, but the seeker was not. 
E. Situations where the informacion seeker and rhe person sought 
were members of different informal groups. 
These alternatives will be referred ro as siruations A, B, C, D, and E 
in the following discussion. Figure 7 may help visualize the five diffcrtnt 
situations in which aspects of the social control of informal social groups 
may be involved. 
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f igure 7-lnformal social groups and the interpersonal communi~ 
cation of farm information : A d iogramatic representation of pos· 
sible situations. 
Situ:l.Cion A migjn be considered most favorable to the diffusion of 
farm information. Basic to (hi s reasoning is the relatively homogeneous 
composition of informal groups, the facil itat ion of personal conracrs with· 
in, and the reliance far mers commonly pl:a.ce upon the opi nion of close 
fr iends and associates. Since no informal grou p social strucrures of the 
type considered are involvro in Situation S, it may be assumed that this 
simaeiun represents somewhat of a neu eral poinr on a g radient between 
Situation A which may facilitate communication and ehe remaining situa-
tions which may rend to inilibit it. Situat ions C and D in one sense are 
the reverse of each other. AnalyticaJly, Situation C portrays the condit ion 
in which clique members are subject to in formal,group sanctions againse 
inreracring with persons outside the group. On the orher hand, SituatiOn 
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D describes the case in which persons outside the group are met with at-
titudes of superiority or exclusiveness whicil tend to inhibit the contact 
and interaction of chose within and without the infomal group StrUCtures. 
Finally, both the inclusive and exclusive informal group sanctions are in-
volved in Situation E where a person seeking information is a member of 
one informal group and the individual sought as a source of information 
is a member of another such group. Analytically, this situation would 
seem to represent an extremity of inhibition imposed by informal group 
structures of the type considered. 
This llypothesized gradient of informal group influence may be ex-
amined in terms of the three previously used types of person-to· person 
relationships (IRSs) and one additional personal preference relationship. It 
will be recalled that the three ISRs were: 
1. Contacts with farm operators designated as personal sources of fatm 
information. 
2. Conta~ts with farm operators na med as those lIIost frequently sought 
as sources of information. 
3. Contacts with farm operarors operationally defined as " local influ-
entials." 
T he personal preference relationship concerns farm operators who 
were named as those whose opinions were most iligh!y valued on matters 
related to farming. Although no direer conran is indicated in this evalua-
rive relationship, it seems reasonable ro assume that, in the absence of 
intotmal group sanctions of one kind or another, farm operators would 
most frequently seek the advice of those who~e opinions (hey valued most 
highly. Any failure to name a number proporrion:J.[e to opportunities avail-
able in any of the Situations A through E migilt be regarded as evidence 
of rhe presence of restrictive informa l group sanctions. 
The problem for analysis was to determine for each of the five situa· 
tions, the relative proportion of the persons who callld have been /ldmed and 
those a(tually named as sources for each of the ISRs considered. This was 
similar to rhe problem encountered with the structuring influence of pres· 
tige on information seeking relationships. As before, using the communi· 
ty as the practical limit of contact opportunity, a utilization rate was com-
puted for eaCll of the five situations involving informal group sanctions. 
(For a more complete descri ption of procedure see reference.27. ) 
O f the 430 persons named as sources of fa rm information, 33 percent 
were Situation B cases in which no informal group sanctions of the types 
considered were involved. Situation D cases, where operarers sought were 
members of informal groups but operators seeking them were not, com-
prised slightly over 25 percent of the responses. The remaining cases were 
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divided almost equally among situa tions A. C, and E. 
Rates of persons named in rchlrion to rhe number possible in each of 
the analytiGll situations indicated that only Situation A, in which informal 
group sanCtions were assumed to facilitate communication, was significam-
ly different from tile others. (See Table 7.) More than 16 percent of the 
TABLE 7. INFORMATION-SEEKIKG RELATIOl';~lUPS OF FARM OPERATORS 
WITH OTHER OPERA TORS NAMED AS SOURCES OF INFORMA 'nON: 
ACTUAL AND P C6SIBLE RELATIONSHIPS AND THEIR RATIO, 
BY TYPE OF GROUP PATTERN INVOLVED 
Possible Actual Ratio, 
relation- relation- actual to 
* Pere&nt actua l contact re1ationsllips are of t tlose possible. 
'" 
43 
"" 
0.65 
0.25 
0.56 
0.26 
0.55 
possible relationships in Situation A were u tilized. compared with less 
than 1 percent in each of the ocher situations. The differences from Sima-
tion A are all ~ignificant below the 1 percent level. Thus, in the ISRs in-
volving a.1I persons named as sources of farm information, informal group 
Structure seemed to facilitate the exchange of information among group 
memben. There was no evidence to indicate that tiley restricted relation-
ships in situations which involved the crossing of informal group lines. 
Separate consideration of sOCial cligues and informal aggregates of a non-
cligue nature revealed nothing to ch:o.nge these general conclusions. How-
ever, there was an indication that the facilitating inAuence on the exchange 
of farm in formation was somewhat greater for social cligues than for in-
formal groups of a non-cligue nature. 
Informal group struetures functioned much the same in ISRs involv-
ing persons mOJt frequentLy sought as in those involving all persons. Tile 
159 information seeking relationships involving persons most frequently 
named were distribured among situations A through E in the foHowing 
manner: 31,30,7,21, and 11 pcrcenr. respectively. Thus, over two-thirds 
of the relationshi ps involved informal group Struetures of one kind or an-
other. When ISRs with all persons named as sources of farm information 
were considered, only Situation A possibilities were utilized in a manner 
significanrly different from the others (See Table 8.) . O ver 9 percent of 
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TABLE 8. INFORMATION-5EEKING RELATIOl\'SKiPS OF FARM OPERATORS 
WITH OTHER OPERATORS NAMED AS MOST FREQUENT SOURCE OF 
INFORMATION: ACTUA L AND POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS AND 
rhe opportunities were utilized in Situation A compared to less {han 1 
percent of the opportun ities utilized in each of rile other situ:Hions. \Vhen 
the utiliz:l.tions of contact opportunities were analyzed separately for social 
cliques and associations of a non-clique nature. the resul ts were essemially 
the same. That is, only information sed:ing relationships of Situation A 
proved to be distinctively differem regardin,; rhe proportion of opportuni-
ries utilized. However, a small but significant difference was also found 
berween neutral Siruation B and situations CO, and E which involved 
group bartiers of one kind or ?nother. Since thi:: difference was very small 
and was found only in patterns involving associations of a non-clique na-
rure, no inference of inhibition due to group sanctions was justified. 
T he third and, in m:IOY respects, the most important ISRs to be con-
sidered were those involving "local influentjals." "Local influcntials." be-
ing above average in prestige, were more likely than others (Q be mem-
bers of cliques and OTher types of informal association. T his was demon-
strated by the fact chat 77 percent were members of informal groups of 
one kind or another compared to 3:5 percent of the non-influenrials. One 
or more "local influentials" were members of 10 our of the 29 informal 
social groups considered in th is section. 
One hundred ninety of the 4;0 information seeking relationships (42.4 
percent) were with "local influentials." These ISRs were divided among 
analytic situations A through E in the proportions of 19,16, 18.31. and 
14 percent, respeaivcly. Thus, [he greatest number were o( type 0 in which 
t.he "local influential" was a clique member and the seeker was not. Abouc 
nve-sixrhs of these ISRs involved informal social group structures of one 
kind or another. 
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TABLE 
WIT H 
A. Infl uentia l and seeker beIOelKe<! to same 
Infor mal g roup. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ae 36 
B. Neithe r Influe ntial nor Keke r belonge d 
to any Infor m .. ' Cr O\,\p • . . • • • . . • • . . 294 30 
C. rn!iuenlla l did not belong to an Informal 
i r OliP. but tlte s eeker d id . . . . . . . . . . 262 34 
D. InUuentta l belonged to an Informal gr oup, 
but the seeker did not. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,960 58 
E. InfhlenU:..1 and seeker belOl'lied to differ-
ent Infor mal grol,Lps • • . . • • . . . . • • • . ~tH; 27 
All U~e pUlern.. . . . . . . . . , rnF~ 
·Pe~ent actual eontaet relidonahip5 ar e of those poaalble. 
" F ive IInlmowns exc illded from total. 
OPERATORS 
41.9 
10.2 
13.0 
'.0 
0.9 
'.0 
It was in this, the most selective ISR, thar the greatest diversi ty of 
UTilization rates occurred in analytical situations A through E. Table 9 
shows that 41.9 percent of the ISR possibilities were used in Situation A. 
Tilis figure rna}' be compared with 10.2 percent in neutr:ll Siruarion B and 
13.0 percent in Situation C where the seeker had to go outside his own 
informal social group. r; owcver, in situ:l.tions D and E where the seeker 
was faced with informal social group sanctions against interaction with 
outsiders, only 2.0 percent and 0.9 percent of the ISR opportunities wert: 
used. Both of these last twO percentages are Significantly smaller at the 1 
percent level chan the 13.0 percent of the ISR opporrunities utilized in 
Situ:l.tion C. Moreover. small as it is, the difference between situations D 
and E is significant at tile:; percent level. 
When ISRs with " Ioc:!l influentials" involving social cliques were 
con~ idered apart from chose involving informal soci:!l arrangemenTS of a 
non-clique nature. the ISR utilization gr:ldienr was even more in evidence. 
The rates ~t which opportunities were utilized in situations A through E 
were 40.4. H.1. 4.3, 2.1. and l.8 percent, respectively. Except for the dif· 
ference betwC(:n D and E. all were statistically significant at the 1 percent 
level. Tile only signifiCllnt difference in utilization rates involving informal 
social arrangements of a non-clique nature was between Situation A and 
all of the others. 
Heretofore, we have been concerned with the manner in which actual 
information seeking reI:l.t ionships were affected by clique and other infor-
mal social suucrures. Another aspect of the problem involves the relation-
ship of these structures to the attitudes t hat farm operarors have toward 
• 
, 
-
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those regarded as the most valued sources of farm information. There arc 
twO phases of the analysis of this relationship in the presem COil text. The 
first concerns the location, with respeer to the fi ve an:ll}'tical siru:uions. of 
the persons named and the persons naming most-valued sources. T he sec· 
ond relates to the extem to which most-valued sources arc actually IIIOJI 
Jrtqllm/~1 JOllghl as sources of h rm information in eaCtl of the five analyti-
01 situations. 
As might be e..xpecred farm open tors who were informal group mLm-
bers named more fellow group members as most-valued sources o f farm 
information than did those who were members of other groups or Wl'rl; 
members of no informal socia l group. About 9 percent o f the choice op-
portunities were utilized in Situation A compared with less than 1 percent 
in situuions B through E. These differences are statisticall }' significant. 
T he same kind of difference was in e\'idence when only social diqu~-:­
were considered. With in formal groups of a non-cl ique nature. tilc only 
Significant difference was between situations A and B on ont: hand and all 
others on the other. 
T he preference that farm operators had for members of the same in-
formal group "WaS accompanied by a similar preferential pattern for per-
sons named as most-valued sources: i.e .. persons whose opinions were 
valued mo~t hi~hl~. In Situation A. 43 percen t o f the hrm oper:l tors 
named as most-valued personal sources of farm informacion wefe also 
named as mtJJI Jrtqllmtly JOllght. Comparable percentages for si tuations B. C. 
and D were 15, 12. and 9, respectively. In Si tu:uion E where the scckl;r 
and the person sought were in differenr informal social groups, whi(il 
presumably is the situation where group barriers arc maximized. the raft 
was 25 percent. Large as it may seem, the percent was nOf significantl r 
different from those occurring in situations B, C. and D. Thus, farm oper-
ators most frequently tended to pick most-valued pc:rsonal sources of farm 
informacion from their own informal group. j\-Iorer)Ver. having made the 
selection , they consulced with them more frequently than in situ:uions 
where informal groups were involv<,:d in other W:LYS. However. there was 
little evidence that informal g roups operated as important barriers in tilis 
respect. 
A review of the data substamiates only in parr the hypothesis of:.l 
faci limion.inhibi tion gradient. At most points the analysis has pointed to 
the existence of dichotomous d ifferences rather than a con tin uum. with 
Situation A representing the most opportune condition for the use of con· 
tact opportunities and the remaining situations. B through E. rqxesentill,l: 
tile least opportune. Significantly, the most dear-cut evidence for the exist-
ence of a gradient comes from the an lysis of informal group structures and 
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ISRs involving "local influentials," which is the most selective and in 
many respects the most significant 15R considered. The gradient was 
particularly in evidence when cligues. alone. were considered . 
Although statistical sign ificance cannot be claimed for most of the 
differences. utilization rates involving all persons named as sources of 
farm information (See Table 7) revealed a close approximation to the hy-
pothesized gradient. In this case the gradient was A-B- O-E-C For 15Rs 
with persons most frtqllentl), sought as sources of farm information the 
gradient order of the five situations was A-B-D-E-e (See Table 8.) With 
"local influenrials" the gradient was in perfect order when social cliques 
were considered independently. Although some differences were small, 
they were all statistically Significant at or above the 5 percent level. When 
all informal groups were considered. the order was A-C-B-D-E. (See Table 9.) 
Differences in the percentages of opportunities used in each of rhe five 
situations were generally very small. Nevertheless. in only one of the three 
types of information·seeking relationships was more than onc situation 
OUt of position in the hypothetical gradient. These tendencies, of course, 
do not establish the presence of an empirically valid gradient. However, 
the presence of one is strongly suggested by the ISRs involving "local 
inAuen tials. ,. 
Ir appeared rhat social cliques were as strongly institutionalized in 
the study commun ity as they may be in some communities. If so, rhis 
could accounr for rhe absence of large differences among the five hypo-
thetical situations. Perhaps, as cliques become more established in rural 
society, their effect on the pattern of information seeking will likely be-
come more manifest in the hypothesized manner. 
Comparative Function of Social Cliques and Neighborhoods. 
In some respects, social cliques served much the same function as 
neighborhoods. Both tended to increase the proportion of ISRs utilized 
where both rh'e seeker and the person sought were members of the same 
informal social gtoUp. Social cliques (as well as informal groups of a non-
clique nature) also functioned in a manner comparable to neighbor-
hoods by ten~ing to restrict contacts to in-group members. Although 
both ideally are gemeinschaft social systems, they seem to be institution-
alized in diffCI;t'nt type~ of society where different genera! value systems 
prevail. In accord with the general theory used in this study it would seem 
that 'locality types of social structure should be strongest where parriru-
larisric and ascriprivc values are dominant. while socia! diques and special 
interest groups seem to flourish where universalistic and achievement 
value's predominate. W here the latter prevails. the occupational system 
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becomes the focus of the most important social StruCtures; but in gemein-
schaft social systems, intimate associates are selected on the basis of com-
mon interests and esteem, rather than on the basis of common status in 
a local ity. 
If the assumption of a similar function performed by both social cligues 
and the neighborhood is valid, then, irrespective of whether in practice 
they tend to occur where different value systems predominate. a reasona-
able hypothesis is that cligue membership will be more prevalent among 
fa rmers living outside than among those living inside neighborhoods. This 
was the case. Thirty-nine percent of the f:um operators living in neighbor-
hoods were members of cligues compared to 61 percent for brm operators 
living outside of neighborhoods. Since this difference is Significant at the 
0.1 percent level, the conclusion that cliCjue membership differs inside and 
outside of neighborhood boundaries seems valid, 
A final datum is the relation of each type of social structure to the 
pattern of ISRs. This has a bearing on the contention that cligues ~nd 
neighborhoods func tion simi larly, yet ideally are products of diffen:nt 
dominant systems of values which produce different effects on the pat-
tern of information seeking. It may be remembered that both informal 
group and neighborhood structures tended to foc us ISRs with all persons 
named and those named as most frequently sOllght toward fellow members. 
T he same tendency was in evidence when rel ationships wi th "local influ-
emials" were considered. However, neighborhood pan ems influenced ISRs 
with "local influentials" co a much smaller degree than ISRs with ali per-
sonal sources of farm information and with those most frequentiy sIJlIght. 
Yet, it was precisely this pattern involving IS Rs with "local influemials" 
that informal groups, particularly social diques . influenced mose. In the 
latter case. all of the proportional differences betw<.-en (he analy tical situa-
tions, A through E, were statistically significant, and in the hypothesized 
direction except one. 
In view of the proposed theoretical divergence between the function 
or'social diques and neighborhoods. an explanation is needed for differ-
ing influence of neighborhoods and informal social groups. One'possible 
answer is that the quest for information from "local infiuencials", is based 
upon a different type of norms than the guest for informatio~. from aI/ 
and most frequmtfy sought persons. It may be tbat choice of "IOc~~jnfluen, 
tials" is based largely on rational instrumental norms relating to the use 
of agricultural technology while the choice of oth!,:f persons is bist:d more 
on (raditional. non-rational norms, such lS considerations of prestige :lnd 
friendShip. 
Bur, it is the rational instrumencal norms that are important in a 
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system of values emphasizing occupational system and economic institu· 
tions. These in turn, as we have suggested. institutionalize social cliques 
as adaptive social Structures, preserving :loS it were a gemcinschafr element 
in a gesc!lschaft society. 
Universalistic and achievement values bring an extreme individualiz-
ing pressure (0 bear on the person.:;: The pressure of these values tends 
to cut tht: person ofl" from fam ily. community, :lnd ethnic group since the 
bas is for choice is placed on achievement or performance rather than on 
:l.scribd characteristics, e.g., locali ty. In other words, the selection of in-
timate associ:Hes is made on the bas is of mutually approved behavior-
performance coordi nated with common interests and este.-e.-m. Although 
membership in a p:trticubr locality does nOt provide the basis for feelings 
of exclusiveness in a societ), dominated by universalistic and achieve-
ment values. such attitudes are legitimated on the basis of differential 
performance.- (achicve.-ment) . Consequently. cliques, which are based on as-
sumed C<{uivaJcnt re.-wan.ls. exist as an adaptive struCture limiting acces-
sibilityof persons in a rationalistic social structure. In chis sense, they 
minimize the individualizing tendencies of the dominant social structures. 
This being so, is it :lny wonder that the clique is more successful than the 
neighborhood in preserving exclusiveness and in-group solidari ty? In the 
context of this type of sdectivc interpersonal association, the exchange 
of information likely occurs. as in neighborhoods. both as a latent and as 
a manifest function of [he affective relacionships. 
!The intcrpre~tiotl ~e ... cl .. · .... h .. vily from T.lcon PoISON. TIN 5«;"( SJ""'" GIC1Icoo. II I.. The f ,..., P ....... 
19'1. 
Formal Social Strucrure and the Dif(usion 
of Farm Information 
GENERAL NATURE AND FUNCTION 
Some groups arc org:l.Oizcd for the express purpose of disseminating 
farm informacion. As such they represent one kind of spt'cial interest 
organiz:aion. In the community studied. organiutions of this type includ-
ed the Adult Farm School, Balanced Farming groups, and a county live-
stock association. 
Other organizations. dedicated to the more general objectives of 
marketing, welfare, and even La that of having 1 good time, sometimes 
promoted the (xchange of fa rm inform:Hion indirectly. Moreover, the 
local Grange, grain company. dr:a.inage association, extension association. 
and MFA Producers Cooperative occasion:dly dispensed farm information 
as a secondary function. J-;owevcr. their importance to the diffusion of 
f:um information stemmed from their general orientation and social set-
ting which facilitated discussion of farm problems and, conseguently, the 
diffusion of some farm information. Other org:mizations, such as the local 
civic club, Parent-Teacher Associations, study clubs, and loc:l.I churches, 
were multipurpose and generally directed their energies in other directions. 
A few organizations embodied a manifest function of disseminating 
farm information. In this regard 26 percent of the farm operators 
gOt information from the Adul t Farm School or the Veterans Farm Trai n-
ing Program, 7 percent from soils and crops m~tings, and 8.6 percent from 
Balanced Farming Groups. 
Farm operators who partiCipated. in organizations with broader and 
more general objectives than dissemination of farm information also were 
in a posirion ro learn new things about farming as an indirect consequence 
of their activities. Farm problems of a technical nature often were a direct 
order of business at Grange meetings, JUSt as they might be dealt with 
directly as a part of the business of a marketing cooperative. But the mani-
fest function of such organizations with respect ro the dissemination of 
farm information probably was nOt as important as their latent function. 
In this respect, the organization provides a time and place of meeting, 
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along with an orientation to farm problems :l.nd an atmosphere conducive 
to the exchange of idt";1.s reheed to farming. 
Highly qualified personal sources and a permissive soci:>.1 atmosphere 
cannot be d :1imed as the exclusive province of organizations with broad and. 
gcnenl objcctivcs. All formal organizations involving farmers as members 
exercise this function in some degree.:. T hus. the latent function of many 
formal org:tnizations is similar to funct ions performed by such informal 
org:lniz:uions as the clique :lnd neighborhood. 
Since almost all such organizations perform both manifest and latent 
functions with respect to the dissemination of furm information. participa-
tion in them is l ikely (0 increase the possession of up-to-date furming in-
form:l.tion. if thc: member cares to pursue th is ojectivc. Con~equendy, al-
though other demenrs of selectivity were undoubtedly involved, farmers 
who parricipuc-d in formal social groups were more (C(hnoiogically com· 
petent than those who did nor; those who particip:ucd most were general· 
ly the mOSt competent. The median improved practice rating of panici-
pants was 14.7 and (he m<.-aian for non-part icipants was 9.4. The Pearson· 
ian correlation between the usc of improved practices (improved practice 
ratings) and social participation (composite score) was 0.52. 
Another matter pertinent co the diffusion of farm information was 
that persons sough t as sources participated more in fornul organizations 
th:ln those who sough t their advice. In the ISRs involvi ng all persons 
sought as sources, comparative participation scores were 6. 2 for those seek· 
ing farm inform:ltion and 13.6 fOf those sought. For the ISRs involving 
perso ns designated as /IIOS! freq1lenf~)' s01lgh!. comparative scoreS werc 7.1 
for seekers a.nd 13.3 for those sought: for the most selective ISRs, those 
with "local influentials;' scores were 7.05 and 24.0. 
Thus, from one point of view. persons sought as sources of informa· 
tion were genefa.lIy more accessible to fa rmers seeking information than 
were other f2rmcrs in the community. From :mOlher point o f view. partici-
pation in formal organiza.~ions multiplied opportunities for obtaining farm 
information from the more comperene personal sources. Obviously, the 
bendits of accessibili ty and opportunity for p~rsonal contact accrue to all 
. . . . pattlClpantS In orgamzatLons. 
Another maHer pertinent to the b ten! funCtion o f forma! g roups in 
the diffusion of farm inform:n ion is related to the area from which mem-
bersh ip is drawn. The prospect for getting new i~ from outside the im· 
mcdi.ue locality is likely to be g rearer where membership is drawn from 
a large geographic area than when drawn from a small one. A classifica· 
tion based upon such area differences in membership appears later in the 
text. 
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENT AN D ANALYSIS 
The importance of social participation as a factor in the choice of per-
sons as sources can be investigated by regarding it as a status factor and 
observing how varying degrees of participation by persons seeking inform-
ation and those sought arc related to (he utilization of contact opporcuni-
Ue:5. 
However. some special problems of measurement and analysis should 
be examined first. These relate to: (1) the measurement of social panicipa-
cion itself. (2) the difficulty of trea ting social participation:l.s a Statu5 
facror. and (3) the control of factors related to soci<ll participation in the 
choice of persons as sources of farm information. 
Measurement of Social Partiei pation. 
In measuring participation by individual farmers. consideration was 
given to the number of memberships and amount of participation in the 
organizations reporced. Thl: scoring scheme used was similar to that used 
by other sociologists (29 & 30) . Scores assigned for participatinn were: 
Membershi p 1 point 
Occasional :ltrcndance 2 points 
Regular attendance 3 points 
Committee membership 4 points 
Holding an office , poinrs 
Monerary contribution . ordinarily included as a measure of participation. 
was omitted here because it w:\s synonymous with membership for most 
of the organizations considered. 
Roughly. scores ranged from ° to '0. For purposl:s of anal~·s is. :1 clas-
sification of none (zero score). low (I to 9). and high (10 :lnd on-r) par-
ticipation was used. 
Treating Social Participation as a Status Factor. 
The number of opportunities farmers in each of the participation 
categories had for naming farmers in thcir own and the other categories 
as sources was computed. Proportions of possible relationships that actual-
ly were used in each of the nine resulting carcgoril:s were thcn computed. 
This provided the basis for comparison of categories. 
When using a classification system that does not provide varying op-
portunity for contace, the proportions defined have a clear and unam-
biguous meaning. However. when this SOrt of analysis is applied to social 
participation as a status facror a second elemenr of opportunity for con-
tact is added. Clearly, participants in a formal organization havcsiruational 
opportunities to conran fellow members which non-participants do not 
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have. While the analysis is nOt concerned with participation and non· 
participation in specific organizations, the same general principle applies 
when dealing collectively with participation in formal social organizations. 
In other words, the classification of none, low, :lnd high participation ie· 
self directly implies varying degr~s of situational opporrunities fo r con-
tactS quite ap:m fro m the numbers of people involvcc\ in each cross<lassi-
fication of seekers and persons sought. 
Thus, even a constant utilization rare of physical opportunities by all 
c:ucgories of seekers, from low to high. would appear in the statis tical 
an:l.lysis as a progressively increasing utilization I1ltc (physicJ) bealUse of 
the increasing underevaluation of "total" opportunities. 
Factors Associated with Participation in the Choice of Sources . 
If the farmer who seeks the most technically competent persons con-
siders social pan:icipation of potential sources at all. he may do so only 
because it is associated with or symbolizes technological competence. 
Thus. to the extent that organizational participation is taken as a symbol 
of authori ty or competence. individuals who place a high value upon in-
strumental information may select persons wh o participate most in for-
ma l organizations. 
Participation in social organizations also symbolizes social standing 
or prestige and other things. such as civic mindedness. Whenever individ-
uals are inclined to select sources on (he basis of similar social standing, 
wide differentials of social panicipation may produce a dual orientation 
to the use: of others as sources. That is. farm operawrs with high participa-
tion levels may show preference for fa rmers having e<Jual or higher par-
ticipation than themselves while those low on the participarion scale may 
prefer others as sources who are on their own level. 
In this conne<rion it should also be noted that social participation 
was re lated posi tively to both technological competence and social stand-
ing. Therefore, both could provide a rational basis for selecting persons as 
sources of information. This means that a simple association between 
the participational Status of farme rs seeking information and the persons 
they seek may be due in part to the joint association of other srarus charac-
teristics wi th social participation scores. 
SOCIAL PARTICIPATION STAT US AS A FACfOR IN THE 
CHOICE OF PERSONS AS SOURCES 
Total Panicipation in Formal Groups. 
As in previous sections. utilization of cont:l.ct opportunities in the 
following three information st<=king relationshi ps served as the basis for 
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Figure 8-Proportionate use of persons with no, low, ond high 
participation in formal social organizations as sources of farm In~ 
formation by seekers with no, low, and high participation . 
comparison : (1) all persons named as sources of farm information, (2) p~r­
sons most frequently sought, and (3) "lexa] inAuentials." 
We may hypothesize that the use of opportunities for con('Jcts that 
the organization offers will increase as the seeker's participation in the or-
ganization increases. However, with respect to ISRs involving all persons 
named as sources, rhe anticipated increase occurred only betw~n some and 
no participation. The proportions of possible persons to numbers namoo 
as sources by farmers with zero, low (1 to 9), and high (10 ;md over) 
social participation scores were 46, 56, and 56 ten -thousandths, respectively. 
Ocher than this difference between information seek~rs with some and flO 
social participation, there was no indication that amount of participarion 
was a factor in increasing th~ number of possible relations used. Further-
more, here as in subsequent findings, we cou ld not be sure whether the 
difference in util ization rates between seekers with no participation and 
some participation was due to a difference in information seeking activity 
or to situational opportunities provided by the formal groups. 
However, additional light was thrown on the basis for choice by dose 
examination of choices made by those who participated in no formal or-
ganizations. With differences in situational oportunity (i.e., chose due to 
social participation) ruled out, proportional differences in participation 
categories of persons they named could be attributed to source preferences. 
Figure 8 reveals that seekers who had nOt participated in organiza. 
" 
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cions showed little variation in choice of persons with varying amounts 
of social participation. Apparently. social p:miciparion. as a symbol of 
sraws, was nor an imponam factor in the non-p:micipanrs' choice of per-
sons as sources of farm information. Because of the complication of situa-
tional opportunities, no definite conclusion could be reached on whether 
the tendency for low and high participation seekers to name persons of 
egua! or higher participation status than themselves was due co personal 
preference or to the increased situational opportunities involved. 
Since there is a definite relationship between participation in formal 
organizations and technological competence (r = 0.40), it is possible that 
p:m of the tcndencr [Q pick parricipams is due to their compen:nce rather 
than tbeir parricip:uion. With regard co this poim, there arc twO signifi-
cant faCts. First. inform:l.tion seekers at all p:!rticip:nion levels (i.e., none. 
low. and high ) made greatest use of opportunitics for conraCt with per-
sons who had the highest improved practice ratings. Second. the rdation-
ship between the social particip~tion of the seekcr and the technological 
competencc of persons sought was more pronounced than the relationship 
between their amounts of social participation. Prestige took a dominant 
position over social participation as a facror in rhe choice of persons as 
sources. Conscquently. if panicip:ltional sracus was involved in choices. 
probably the most important ideas symbolizt·d were technological compe· 
tence and prestige rather than accessibility or a general preference for the 
"joiner." 
Except for a somewhat sharper relationship between use of oppor· 
(U nities and social p:micipation. the ISR p:\((crn involving persons most 
frequently sought was much the same as the one for a/I persons named as 
sources. Seekers !lot participating in organizations utilized 12 ten-thou-
sandrhs of their cotal physical opporcuniries compared to 18 and 24 used 
b~' low and high p:trticipation seekers, respectively. Otherwise the 'use con-
figuration of contact opportunities by C:lch c:ltegory of seekers was much 
the same (X~ :::: 42.23, df :::: 9, P < .01). 
As in rhe twO ISRs considered previously. high social participation 
was associated with frequent use of "local in fluentials" as sources of farm 
information. Information seekers in all three of the participation categories 
looked primaril}' to "loeotl influenrials" who had participation scores of 20 
or more as sources of information. \xrith tbe exception of seekers with 
scores of 20 or more. there was a graduated increase in the use made of 
physical opportunities with increasing participation of persons sought. 
However, since high social panicip:ltion among "local influenrials" 
was associated wirh high technological competence. choices which appear 
to have been made on the basi~ of participation status also may have in-
volved considerations of technical competence. This hypothesis is sup-
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Figure 9-Proportionate use of "influentials" with low, medium, 
and nigh pClrticipotion in formal social organizations by persons 
with low , medium, and high participation . 
ported by the preference shown for "loc:~1 influcnrials" with high tech· 
nological competence by information seekers :H :l.ll but the lowest par-
ricipation levels. Except for seekers with scores of less than 10. the great-
est use was made of conract opportunities with "local influcnrials" posses-
sing the h ighest improved praCtice ratings. 
Localistic and .Extra-Localisdc Social Participation. 
The membership and activity of some formal organizations were more 
limited in areal locus than others. Some. like the local Parem Teachcr~ 
Association , were ordinarily limited to the immediate locality. Open coun-
rry churches likewise drew their membership from limited a.reas within 
rhe community. On the orher hand, such formal organizations :lS the Ex-
tension Associ:arion, the Livescock Improvement Associ:nion. and the 
county advisory commi£cee5, had a much broader coverage. They served 
the interests of a more widdy scattered group of farmers. Participation in 
them implied an orientation and interest that extended co problems tran· 
scending the local community. (For a more complete description of the 
classification scheme S~ reference 13.) 
"In view of the different orientaTions involved, a divergence might be 
expected in the patterns of information seeking involving the two organi. 
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urianal typeS. Whtther thiS is the case or noc can be determined by com-
paring the proportions of information seeking opportunities used in each 
type of organization. General observation suggests a positive assoCiation 
between participation in bQ[h localistic and excra-Iocalistic organizations 
and the utilization of contact opportunities. At the same time, if the as-
sumption concerning the instrumental character of mOSt extra-localistic 
orp.nizations is correct. it is reasonable ro exp!;:ct that the gradient of con-
tact utiliZ:Hion rltcs will rise more sharply with an increase in extra- Io-
cali~ric p:micip:Hion chan with an increase in localistic panicipation (first 
hYPQ(hesis). Also . seekers who participate in extra-Iocalistic socia l or-
ganizations may be expected to focalize more attention on fcllow partici-
pant~ in these organizations than participants in locali~tic organizations 
focalize on those of their own kind (second h}'pothesis) . Due to th e high 
concentration of no-participation cases in the extra-localistic social organi-
zation category. a classification of no, medium, and high seeker-sought re-
lations was used instead of the usual low. medium, anu high. 
Validity of the first hypothesis was suggested by a comparison of the 
cont:!ct utilizacion r,ues of information seekers having various degrees of 
participation in localistic and extra-Iocalistic organizations. Information 
seekers with localistic participation scores 0, 1 [Q 9 (medium), and 10 and 
over (high ) used 59, 52, and 58 ten-thousandths of the possible contact 
opportunities in the ISRs involving all persons named as sources (See 
Figure 10). Farmers with extra-localistic participation scores of 0_ 1 to 4. 
and 5 and over used 49, 57, and 69 ten-thousandths, respectively. Thus, 
an increase in the use of cotal opportunities was not associated with an 
increase in localistic participation. And, as exp<:cced. the use of total op-
portunities nor only increased as extra-localistic participation increased; but 
was markedly greater for each category . This pattern was :lIsa characteristic 
of ISRs involving sources mosl frequeJltly soltghl :lnd "local influentials." 
Relevant to [he second hypothesis was the clear tendency for infor-
macion seekers at all levels of extra-Iocalistic participation to make great-
er use of sources of information in the higbest participation category than 
seekers in the localisclc social participation category . (Sce Figure 11). T hus, 
farm operators with zero, medium (1-4), and high extra-Iocalistic social 
p:lrriciparion scores (5 and over) used 112, 132. and 256 ten-thousandths 
of their oppornmities, respectively, for conraccs with farmers who rated in 
the highest category. This increase was considerably greater than the one 
occurring in localistic participation categories. Comparable proportions of 
farm operators with zero, medium and high localistic social participation 
scores who used persons with a high score (10 or more) were 64. 81, and 
87 ten-thousandths, respectively. (See Figure 10.) 
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It should be noted further that as participation of the seeker increased 
the proportion of possible relationships with non·participants decreased. 
T his was true for both local is tic and extra-localistic participation. Thus 
farmers generally sought information from others who had highe:r par-
ticipation ratings than themselves. Nevertheless, within the dominant pat· 
tern were cases where f:! rmers sought persons who rated lower than them· 
selves. This suggeSts that choice of sources was made on the basis of 
numerous considerations, which included participation scatus as one factor. 
A similar analysis of IS Rs relating co farm operators named as most 
frequently sOllght and those relating to " local inAuentials" generally cor· 
roborated the foregoing conclusions. 
Status Factors and the Diffusion 
of Farm Information 
This section is devQ[ed to an examination of the manner in which the 
following selected scatus characteristics arc related to the quest for farm 
information from ocher persons: gross cash income, size of farm, age, 
years schooling, tenure status, and technological competence. For pur· 
poses of analysis, the three ISRs (Information Seeking Relationships) 
previously defined are used: (1) all persons sought as sources, (2) those 
most frequently sought, and (3) "local influencials." 
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERAT IO NS 
Except for a statistic used fo r comparing the relative im portance of 
status factors as a structuring influence on information seeking relation· 
ships, the method used in this section was liede different from that used 
previously. Primarily, the analysis consisted of a com parison of the pro· 
portion of contact opportunities utilized by arbitrarily designated starns 
categories of farm operators seeking farm information , and chose sought 
as sources of this information. The community was taken as the universe 
of concact opportunity for reasons given previously. The so·called oppor· 
tuni(ies were purely physical or mathematical in nature and were derived 
from the fact thac there were only so many people in the community who 
had speCified characteristics and with whom contacts were possible. As 
pteviously indicated, tht percentages of contact opportunities actually 
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utiized in each case were small. }-iowever. (his S(:emed unimpom.m be· 
cause (1) empirical experimentation had shown that the findings would 
nOt be altered if a smaller universe were used and (2) because it was the 
patTern of relationship and not size of the rates that was of primary con· 
cern. 
It is true, however, [hat when considering s[ulsrics of relarionships 
some criteria of signiJicance needs ro be given. This posed a problem be· 
c:l.use some of the Starus v:l.riables used were continuous and some were 
not. Partial correlation is the common me:l.sure of association u~ for two 
continuom variables where comrol over a third (possibilities for contacts 
in this case) is desired. However, for non·continuous variables, chi square 
or analysis of variance methods must be used. If The analysis of all of the 
variables is to be comparable for continuous variables, it is necessary to 
form a series of classes to conform ro a non·continuous model. 
Chi square was chosen as the basis for comparison. In view of the 
nalure of the distributions involving the status variables and rhe three 
ISRs, it was desirahle TO u~e rabk~ with cells ran . I!:inll from 4 to 16. Since 
number of cells is a factOr in the imerpret:uion of chi square, chi squares 
were converted to T·cocfficien ts of :1550cia[ion. The method and reasons 
for it are discussed in connection with actual usc of the coefficients bter 
in this section. 
In addition to the usual assumptions accompanying the employment 
of chi square, scvel"2l otl'l(: r considerations were peninent in this study. 
First, while chi square is :I. sampling statistic, we applied it, in onc sense, 
to a population. That is, all the farm operators in the community studied 
were enumerated. Thus, any differences in the rel ationships shown were 
real so fur as information seeking in the community was concerned. How. 
ever, one of the reasons mentioned for selecting the communi ty for study 
was irs location in a cuhure core area in the norcheast section of the state. 
While in a rigorous sense it was not a sample of the area, it nevertheless 
was typical of that area in level of living and many orher perrinen t reo 
speCts. Thus the chi sguare test provided some basis for judging the sig· 
nificance of the data in relation to the larger core area. 
INFLUENCE OF STATUS FACfORS 
Gross Farm Income. 
To the exrent that it is known, or inferred, gross fa rm Income is 
taken as a symbol of a fa rm operator's success in farming. A f2rmer desir-
ing informa tion that will help him ach ieve success is likely to choose 
farmers wealthier than himself as sources of farm information. At the same 
" 
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Clme, it is entirely possible that large income differences may be accom· 
panied by social distances of such magnitude that the informacion seeker 
may hesitate to speak to chose who rank high above him in income. In 
other words, there may be an undefined limit to the distance up the in-
come hierarchy a person is likely to go to get farm information. 
ISRs involving all persons named as sources of informacion revealed 
thac high income f.umers were morc active informacion seekers than chose 
with lower incomes. Those with low (less chan $2000). medium (S2(X)() 
to $4999). and high incomes (55000 or more) utilized a total of 49,55, 
and 59 ren·thousandths of theif rotal possible opportunities for contacts 
with other farmers. 
A second significant phenomenon appeared in the different rates at 
which informacion seekers with various income levels made of farmers 
having varying amounts of income. Figure 12 reveals that farmers of every 
income level made relatively greater use of their conract opportunities 
with high income farmers than with those :It their own or lower levels. 
For example, low income farmers used 96 ten-thousandths of their oppor-
tunities for contacts with high income farmers (S5OOO and over), but only 
32 ten-thousandths with medium income ($2000-$4999) farmers and 25 
ten-thousandths with farm operators in their own income category. Farm 
opetators who made the most money during the year (1949), were limito:l 
to those in their own or in a lower income category. But in accord with 
the general pattern, high income farmers used 152 ten-thousandths of their 
opportunities for seeking infor marion from farmers in their own income 
category and only 31 and 4 ten-rhousandths of their opportunities with 
middle and low income farmers, respectively. 
While the general ISR pattern was for low and medium income farm-
ers to look to high income farmers as sources of farm information, there 
was some evidence that differences in income inhibited communication. 
For example, low income seekers utilized 96 ten-thousandths of their op-
portunities for comacts with high income farmers , while high income 
sC(:kers used D2 tcn-thousandths of their possible ISRs with other farmers 
in theif own income category. Although, as nored earlkr. a part of this 
difference undoubtedly was due to greater information seeking activity on 
the part of high income seekers, the difference was too small to explain the 
Jarge variation in the use made of possible ISRs. Figure 12 also reveals 
that as che income of the information seeker increases che proportion of 
possible ISRs used with low income farmers decreases. Thus, low income 
farmers apparencly appealed less to middle and upper income farm opera-
tors as sources of farm information than they did to other farmers of their 
own income level. 
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From a statistical point of view, the association (Sec Fig. 12) between 
the gross cash income of the farm operator seeking farm information and 
the one sought, was sizable. A chi square rc.:st computed from a 4 by 4 
cable was 396.7-a value much larger than is required to reflect a signifi-
. . 
cant system:me aSSOCiation. 
To an indeterminant degree, the selection of a farmer with a high 
income may also represent the choice of a technically competent source 
of information. A correlation of 0.53 bctw~n the gross cash incomes of 
(.lfIn operators and thei[ improved practice ratings indicated thar this was 
likely true. More concrett evidence of chis occurrence is provided by a 
comparison of rhe differential manner in which low. high, and medium 
income farmers utilize persons with varying degr~s of technological com-
petence as sources of f."um information . Information seekers from all three 
income levels showed about an equal preference for technologically com-
petent ~rsons as sources of farm information. This tended to minimize 
the importance of income as :1. barrier and to emphasize the importance 
of technological competence as the basis for selection. 
In most respects the utilization pattern of ISRs involving farm opera-
tOrs named as mOJIITfqllm/ly Jought was quite similar to the pattern in-
volving all persons named a~ sources. H igh income farm operators used 
more opportunities for contact than low income farm operators although 
rhe difference was not great. Also, as in the ISR type considered previ-
ously farmers of every income level used the greatest proportion of their 
possible conraer opportunities with Farmers earning the most money. 
In addition, with regard to the seeking of informacion from most fre-
quently sought sources, there was no indication that disparities in income 
between seeker and sought acted as barriers to communication. Propor-
tionately, farm operators with gross incomes under $2000 urilized as many 
opportunities as high income operators for contacts with farmers earning 
$SOOO or more. Nor was there any systematic indication that high income 
farmers were less inclined than low income farmers to name low income 
persons as those mosl fnqumtly sought. Thus. the major relationship indi-
cated by the data was a general tendency for farmers at every income level 
to make the greatest use of fanners with the highest income as their in-
formation sources. The significance of this pattern is suggested by the size 
of the chi square computed from a 4 by 4 table. (X~ = 119.9. df = 3, 
P < .01.) 
In view of the key role that "local influenrials" play in the diffusion 
of farm information, the differential use made of them assumes salient 
importance. Consequently_ it is Significant that farmers from all levels of 
income made some use of opportunities to contaer "local influentials." It 
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is equally notewoHhy, however, that the guest for information from them 
was predominarely a phenomenon of high income seekers. in terms of 
possible opportunities used, high income farmers utilized more rhan three 
times as many as low income seekers. 
At the same rime, farmers in all three income categories utilized the 
gre:HeSt percentage of their contaer opportunities with "local inAuenrials" 
in the highest income category. (See Figure 13.) Those with low incomes 
were less in demand as sources by information ~kers at all income levels. 
The signifiamce of this pattern of interpersonal influence is suggested by 
the magnitude of the value of Chi square computed from a 3 by 3 table. 
(X~ = 13.98, df = 4, P < .01.) It should be realized, however, that the 
preference displayed for high income farmers probably also involves con· 
sidel"2cions of technologiC21 competence. 
In general, rhree conclusions were supported by the analysis of ISRs 
involving ali persons named as sources, those n2med 25 nlOJJ Jrtf.Jlltntly 
Jought 2nd chose involving "local inAuentials": (1) in formation seeking 
on a person-to-person basis was more previllenc among high income seekers 
than among those with low incomes ; (2) persons wi th the highest in-
comes 2nd/or the highest improved practice Notings were the most sought 
by farmers at all income levels; and (3) chere was little evidence tr) indio 
care that wide differences in income acted as barriers to the communica-
rion of farm information. 
Number of Acres Operated. 
Since size of farm at least gives a visible impression of achievemenr, 
information seekers might be expected to exhibit 2 preference for opera-
tors of large farms. At the same time, large differences may impose bar· 
riers to interpersonal communication. Feelings of inferiority may cause 
small operators ro look [0 other farmers near their own oper:uional level 
for information_ Even when communiC2tion is not inhibited, small farm 
operators may feel that the operators of large ones do nor understand their 
problems. 
In terms of the tri-part classification of size of fArms used here-small 
(less than 140 acres), medium (140-2~9 acres), and large (260 acres and 
over)-it was evident th2t the use of contact opportunities involving ali 
sources inctosed in direct relation co the size of the farm operated. OF' 
erators of small, medium, and large farms used a [Otal of 48, ~7, and ~9 
ten-thousandths of their Contact opportu nities, respectively. Operators of 
middle and large scale farms werc selected in preference to operarors of 
small farms. (Figure 14.) There was some inclination for the proportion 
of choices made to increase with size of the farm of the information seek-
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er. Conversely. the proportion of contact opporrunities used with small 
farmers decreased as the size of the farm of the seeker increased. Although 
(he differences in UTilization rates were small, they suggested chat differ-
ences in size of farms of seekers anJ persons sought might inhibit com-
munication about matters related to farming. However. this limitatiun on 
personal choice operated wiThin a panern in which the general tendency 
was for farmers to look to operators of fa rms larger than their own for 
farm information. The statistical significance of the aggregate diifcfC'nces 
in contact utilizacion rates by size of farm was demonsrrated by a chi 
square tesc. ( X~ = 155.3, df' = 9, P < .01.) 
As in the association between gross cash income of farm operators 
and their improved practice ratings, a low correI:ttion existed between sizc 
of farm operated (acreage) and improved practice ratings (r = 0.28). Con-
sequently, it is possible that a choice on the basis of the size of operations 
also may have involved considerations of technological competence. Due 
to the nature of the analysis a precise determination of this point could 
not be m~de. Nevertheless, it was notable that farmers utilized the highest 
percentages of their opportunities with rhe most competent sources of in-
formation irrespective of farm size. 
The parrern of relationships involving size of farm as a factor in the 
selection of most frequently sought sources of informacion was essentiallr 
the same as the one involving all farm operators sought. The significance 
of the relationship is indicated by a chi sguare of 62.40 computed from ,\ 
4 by 4 table. 
The most noteworthy variation in rhe pattern involving "local inllu-
enrials" from the patterns for all sources and those mosl frequently sOIIgb,. 
was a sharper increase in contact utilization rates with increase in the sizl' 
of farm operated. The use of conract opportunities for seekers operatin~ 
farms ranging in size from less than 220, 220 to 379 acres, and 380 acrt":'i 
and over increased from 2.3 to 3.7 and 4.9 percent, respectively. T hus. 
information seeking activity involving "local influenrials" was most char-
acteristic of farmers operating large acreages. 
Otherwise, [he usc of contact opportunities wirh "local inf1uentials" 
by size of farm was very erratic. (See Figure: 15.) For example, one would 
hardly expect that farmers operating less than 220 acres and those operat-
ing 380 acres or mote would show a prefetence for "local influentials" 
operating farms similar in size to their own, and thar farmers operatin~ 
medium sized farms would show almost no preference at a[l with respect 
to size of farm operated. Ie was evident, therefore, that factors othet than 
size of farm were important in structuring the choice of "local influentials"' 
as sources of information. 
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Nev~rtheless. size of farm was a fac tor of psychological 5ignific'n~ 
in ISRs involving ali sources and those mosl !rtqlltllfly sought. In these twO 
ISR types, farmers looked to farmers operating farms larger than their 
own as preferred sourCeS. Yet size of farm posed iirdc or no restrictive 
barrier. While in the overall p:mcrn size of farm showed some relation-
ship to choice of "ioc;}l influcnrials" as souw:s, rhe relationship w:.s tOO 
inconsistent to have much meaning. Other choice factors s~mcd to be 
more important. There was a SHong possibility thaI r~hnological compe-
tence was a more important element in the choice of a/I, /l1I)S/ frtfjlltntly 
5011gb!, and "local inAuentials" as sources. 
Age of rhe Farm Operator. 
Although not as true in our society as in others. age is :m ascribed 
smus characteristic which has considerable meaning. The social impon of 
age can be understood by reflect ing upon the behavior role normally ex-
petted of children. youth. and adults. It will not be fruitful to engage in 
a detailed explanation of such expectations here, but two short reconstruc-
tions may suffice as perrinem illustrations. When questioned about pos-
sible personal sources o f farm information it was not uncommon to h~ 
farm people express rhe feeling that it would be wise to observe a certain 
individu:1ls's farming operations because he was older and had been farm-
ing a lonb time. In this caSe, age of the f:l.fmers symbolized wisdom gained 
through practical experience. Other farmers took an alternative point of 
view, sayi ng. in effect. th:n older farmers were set in their ways and had 
not kept up with new ideas. Thus twO contrasting notions about age sta-
tuS as a symbol of wisdom in matters related to agrirulrurc were expressed. 
Although the data revealed little v:uiation in relative use made of 
contaCt opportunities by age of the informatio n seeker, young farmers 
wen: somewhat more active rhan older oncs in their guest for information. 
In the ISR involving all persons named as sources, middle aged farm op-
encors were sought most by all age levels. The youngest and oldest fol-
lowed in order. (See Figure 16.) Even elderly far mers used more young 
and middle aged farmers than those of their own age. While diversities 
in use rates by age appeared small, the association in the overall pattern 
was considerable. (X" = ~8.13, df = 9, P < .01.) 
These age<hoice differentials took on a somewhat different meaning 
when comparative technological competence was considered. Using im-
proved practice ratings :as the measu re, median scores for young, middle 
aged, and old farmers were 16.4, 13.8, and 8.~, respectively. Thus, to the 
extent that both age and technological comperence were involved in the 
selection of farmers as sou rces of in formation, they produced divergent 
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Figure 16-Proportionate use of young, middle-aged. and eld erly 
persons a s sources of farm information by young, middle-aged, 
and elderly seekers. 
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Figure 17-Proportionote use of young, middle-aged, and elderly 
"influentials" a s sources of farm information by young , middle-
aged, and e lde rly information seekers. 
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patterns of choice. While (he youngest farmers, generally speaking. were 
the most competent technologically, they were not used most frequently 
as informacion sources, even in their own age category. From this one 
might infer [hat youthfulness tended ro negate the rdiance others placed 
upon them as competent sources of farm informacion. Howo::ver, farm 
operaTOrs who were 60 yean; of age and over weft: sought even less often. 
lt should also be noted that olJer farm operacors participated much less 
in forma l social organizltions than the middle aged and younger ones, 
thercbr making [hem less available as sources of informacion . 
As a result, the middle aged farmers (40 to 59 years) seemed to have 
incorporated rhe most opportune combination of age, technological com-
petence and availability to make them the most used ~rsonal sources 0f 
farm information. 
The age rclation~hips involving information seekers and all farm op-
erators soughr as sources forecast the pattern involving age and persons 
lIlost i"quentl), sought. The only important difference was in proportion of 
total contaer opportunities used. Middle agd farmers, rather than the old-
est oper.Hors, evidenced the smallest toral amount of information seeking 
activit •. However. of more importance W:lS the ".ge of persons who were 
sought the most by farmers of all ages. Even the older f.1rmers made more 
use of middle aged :md yuunger farmers than of those thcir own age. (A 
chi squarc test indicated diffen;nces in the overall distribution significant 
at the 1 percent level of confidence.) 
Some distinct differences appeared in the informacion seeking activity 
cemering about "local influentials." This ISR type was the only one in 
which che total amount of informacion seeking activity incn;ased irregu-
larly by age of the seeker. "Local influentials" also teprestmed che only 
type of persona! source of information for which the oldest farmers were 
sought as frequendy as the youngest ones by at least some age group. 
(See Figure 17.) By way of illustration, the youngesc age category of seek-
ers made use of approximately equal percentages of the youngest and old-
est "local influentials." The direction of choice was reversed by the middle 
aged group (35-49 years). For rhem, youthful ·'Iocal influentials·' appeared 
to be most preferred. Seekers 50 years of age and over showed a consistent 
inclination to make the mos{ use of "local influentials" in cheir own age 
group. The use made of older "local influenrials" as sources of farm infor-
mation by both old anu young seekers apparendy occurred because "local 
influentials" aged SO years and over represented the only category of farm-
ers in which the older ones approach an acceptable level of technological 
competence. Furthermore, only with respect to the ISR involving "local 
influentials" did a farmer's youthfulness not seem to serve as a deterrent 
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to his selection as a source. A chi square {est indicated that the relation· 
ship of age to choice was not random. ( X~ = 13.81 , df = 4, P < .01 ). 
However. it was apparent that choice was inAuenced as much by techno· 
logical competence as by age. 
Education of farm Operators 
As with mOSt of the status characteristics considered, {here was more 
than one way in which a farmer's education could operate as a factor in 
the choice of persons as ~ources of farm information. Two contrasting sets 
of cultural values define alternate expectations for the role of edu-
cated farm operators as sources of farm information. On rhe one hand, 
education may be gread), admired as an avenue ro success, in which case 
the educated farmer may be highl y respected. On the other hand, some 
farmers decry the value of education, in which case the educated farmer 
may be regarded as impractical. Furthermore. it is possible for differences 
in education to in hibit contact between people. A well educated farmer 
possesses a fund of experience which his neighbors with less education 
may not be able to appreciate. Frequently his imerests and approach to 
farm problems are so different thar other farmers find him odd, loft y, or 
absuact in his analysis of these problems. As a result. they may become 
reluctant to converse with him, fearing damage to their own self-respect, 
or inability to fuHy comprehend his thoughts. [The problem of communi-
cation between persons with divergent levels of education is concretely 
illustra ted in a recent study by Schatzman and Strauss (32). ] 
For the purpose of analysis. farm operators were divided into three 
groups: those having completed eight grades or less (grade school). those 
having completed 9-12 years (high school), and those who had completed 
13 years or more (college). The cotal possible COntact opportunities used 
by farmers with eight grades of school or less was 52 ten-thousandths; 
while farmers with some high school training used 56 ten-thousandths of 
their opportunities, and those wit h some college training used 73 ten-
thousandths. Clearly the amount of information seeking acdvity with re-
spect to all sources was related to the educational level of the seeker. 
Aside from a clear tendency co seek information from farmers with 
the most years of schooling, some rather marked differences were nOted 
in the extent to which opportunities for contacts were used. (.Figure 18.) 
While farm operators who had completed eight grades or less selecred 
approximately equal proportions of sources from the three levels of school-
ing, such differences as did occur suggestc:d that the farmers with some 
college training were most often sought. 
Farm operarors with high school training communicated more often 
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Figure l8-Proportionate use of persons with grade, high school, 
cnd college training as sources of farm information by seekers 
with grade, high school, and college training. 
with persons who had some college training (185 rcn-thousandths of pos-
sible ISRs) than with fum operators on their own educational1evel (55 
ten-thousandths of the possible rSRs). or chost: with a lesser amount of 
education (45 tcn-thousandths). 
Farm ope-fa mrs having some college training utilized 292 ten-th0u-
sandths of their contact opportunities with sources who had as much 
schooling as themselves, compared with 89 and 45 ten-thousandrhs of the 
oppof[unities used with those who had some high school or grade school 
training, respectively. Since the data were based upon a rotal population 
the differences were real; however, as a basis for further generalization, 
the chi square is noteworthy (X" = 85.03, df = 4, P < .01). 
In view of the preference for the more highly educated farme rs as 
sources, it was obvious that disparities in education did not constitme 
an important barrier. Moreover, because of the correlation between years 
of schooling and improved practice ratings (r = 0. 25), we might assume 
that the .choice of a farmer who had completed some high school or col· 
lege training also meant, [Q some degree at least. the choice of a person 
who had above average technological competence. This conclusion was 
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Figure 19-Proportionate use of " influentials" with grade, high 
school, and college tra ining a s sou rces of farm information by 
seekers with grade, high school, and college training. 
funher supported by the morc frequent usc made of farmers with high 
technological competence by info rmation seekers :1.[ all educational levels. 
Although farmers at all times were inclined to make g reatest usc of high-
ly qu alified fa rmers as sources, determ ination of t he relative degree to 
which choict was based upon considerations of schooling, technological 
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competence, or related factors was difficult. This subject is discussed fur-
rher in anomer section. 
In seeking information from farm operators design,lted as sources most 
frequently loughl. farmers exhibited essentially the same p;l.t(ern of prefer-
ences in their choices. Farm operators with eight gr~des of schooling or 
less made use of a toeal of 17 ten-thousandths of rheir opportunities for 
conracts compared with 22 rcn-thousandths and 39 ren-thousandths for 
farmers with some high school coining :lod some college t[:lining, re-
spectively. The degree of association involved in the cmire configuration 
of rdationships is indicated by the use of chi square (X~ = 25.26, df = 9, 
P < .01). 
Much thl.': same tendencies were evident in ISRs involving "local in-
fluentials." Information seeking activity increased with vears or schooling. 
The: inctease was somewhat sharper th:1O in the case of ISRs involving all 
persons sought and those IIIOJI jrequcllt/y Jo/fght. The proportions of con-
tact opportunities used by gradt, high school. and colkge trained informa-
tion seekers were 2.9, 3.0, and 6.3 percent. respccrivdy. Use rates further 
indicated that farmers with some high school or some colkge training 
were inclined to usc "local inAucntials" who had college training the most. 
(See Figure 19.) This tendency to make the most use of the beSt educated 
"local influeoriais" was greatest among seekers with college training. Seek-
ers with a grade school educadon exhibited very little difference in pref-
erence for "local inAuentials" with varying .lmounts of schooling. Such 
variation as did exist suggesred that "local infiuentials" with less formal 
schooling might have been preferred over those with more training. In 
spite of a somewhat smaller chi sguare than usual. the greater use that 
seekers with some high school or some college training made of the most 
highly edUClted "local influenrials" should not be discounted (X" = 9.86. 
df = 4, P < .0'). 
T echnological Competence. 
A set of standards which places a high value upon financi;!l success 
in agriculture is likdy to be accompanied by a corresponding emphasis 
upon agricultural technology, which makes this goal possible. Emphasis 
would also be expected on the sources from which a knowledge of this 
technology could be obtained. If these values ex isted in the community 
studied, then it should have been reflected in the information seeking be-
havior of community members. By and large, the preceding analysis has 
indiClteJ rhis co be true, even though a direct analysis of the relationship 
between the technological competence of the seeker and the person sought 
has not been made. 
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The pattern indicated was ro be expected where considerations of 
technological competence predominated in (he choice of personal sources. 
Nevertheless, to the extent that non-rationa listic and non-instru mental 
factors enter into the selection of sources of information. the most compe-
tent sources may be unused and even ignored. For illustration, when per-
sons are selected because they belong to the same neighborhood, cligue. 
locality, or social clas~. a single direct relationship between the seekers and 
the technical competence of their sources may not exist. Less competent 
sources may be chosen because they belong to the same group. r;owew:r, 
when the non-rational bases for selection of sources are associated with 
the technological bases , because the channels of communication are iden-
ticaL then the factors in the choice of soutces are mumally supportive. 
T he interpretation of data concern ing neighborhoods and cligues, given 
earlier in the text. bolsters thi~ conclusion. 
To assess the importance of technological competence as a factor in 
the choice of sources, a single objective measure was reguircd. Technologi-
cal competence was defined as the use of specified improved farm prac-
tices. These ptactices. which were all appropriate for the kind of farming 
done in the community. included: the use of sodium fluoride as a treat· 
menr for worms in hogs; the pb.nring of Ladino clover; (he use of com-
mercial fertilizer according ro soil test; the phnring of one of the new oat 
varieties; a systematic pasture improvement program roughly in accord 
with Producrion Marketing Administration (ASC) standards; terracing or 
conrouring; planting Wabash , Lincoln. or Chief soybeans; the use of 
chemicals to control weeds: and the use of methoxychlor fl}' spray on 
dairy cank:. Each far m operator was given an arbitrary credit for using 
each of these practices and fot the length of time he had used it. Total 
scores ranged from 0 to 50. 
As might be expected. information seeking on a person-to-person 
basis was somewhat mote prevalent among the more competent than 
among the less competenr farmers . Operators with high (20 and over), 
medium (10-19), and low (under 10) improved farm practice ratings used 
60,56. and 49 ten-thousandths, respectively, of their possible ISRs with 
other farmers in the community. But, as Figure 20 demonstrates, the most 
notablt: fact was that farm operators from all three levels of technological 
competence used a preponderance of their conract opportunities with the 
most competent sources of information. 
The strength of preference, in this case, was grClter for the most com-
petcnt seekers than it was for those of lesser technical competence. Farm-
ers with low improved practice scores used 88 ten·thousandths of their op-
portunities to conract sources of information who have improved practice 
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Figure 20- Proportionate use of persons with low, medium, and 
high improved practice ratings a s sources of farm information by 
information seekers with low, medium, and high ratings. 
scores of 20 and over comp-arc=d (0 122 and 184 rcn-thouSlndths for &nn-
ers having medium and high t«:hnologiC21 competence ratings. respective-
ly. Only pan of this increased use of the most competent sources could 
be attributed to the increased informali on seeking activity on the part of 
the mOst competcnr seekers. Much of the difi'cr(:nces was undoubt~ly du(: 
to the tendency for fu rmers with high improved practice ratings to choos(: 
persons similar in rechnological competence co themselves as sources. In 
any case, the predominant pattern of making greatest use of the mOSt corn· 
pet(:nt persons was evident in th e choice of information seekers at all 
comp<=rence levels (X" = 551.)2, df = }, P < .01). 
Communication patterns betw«n farm operators and orhers denoted 
as moJt JrtqUtntly j(;ughl were quit(: similar to the foregoing. Information 
s~king activity increased slightly with the increasing com~ence of setk· 
efS. Furthermore, information seekers at every competence level made rela· 
tively greater use of persons most technically competent co give advice. 
Th(: more t(:chnologically competent the seeker, the mot(: sei(:ctive he 
was with r(:sp(:ct to the competmc(: of those he sought. Chi S<Juare for [he 
configuration of relationships computed from a 4 by 4 table is 130.}9. 
( P < .01 ). 
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Figure 21-Proportionate use of "in~luentials" with low, medium, 
and high improved practice ratings as sources of farm information 
by information seekers with low , medium, and high ratings. 
The relative use of concact opportunities with "local inAuencials", 
when structured by diversities in technological competence, was es~ntially 
the same. Again the most active information seekers were the most com· 
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perenc farmers. Usc rate:s were 8.8. 3.4. ;lnd 2.6 percent for farmers with 
practice ratings of 30 and over. 20 ro 29. and k--ss than 20. respecdvdy. Ie 
seems certain th:H the more compeu;nc :1 f:l.rmer becomes the more he 
focu~s upon highly competent "local influentials" as sources. A gr:aphic 
portr:ayal of the pattern of seeking in formation from various competence 
levels of"IOCII inAuemials" is givcn in Figure 21. Chi square computed 
for the oyer-all c(lnfi~uration of information seeking based on a 3 by 3 
table is 29.89. It is likely to occur by chance in a random sampk less than 
onc time in j thous:lnd. 
T enure Status. 
To the degree that tenure St:HUS emers into the sctenion of a particu· 
hr farm operjcor as a source of information. it may be expected to act as 
a symbol of .ehievement (or. lack of it) and. hence. of competence. 
Wherever competence is the primary demem associated with tenure su-
rus. a higher proporrion of contacts would be: expected with owners [han 
with renters. (A farmer owning any parr of the land he operated was con· 
sidered an owner: those: renting all the land they operated were classifieJ 
:l.S renters.) However, in some seCtions of the United States tenure status 
is a symbol of class position. thereb)· tending to limit interpersonal com· 
munication. In such casc>o renters mly be expected (0 mlke relatively more 
use of otha remc:r~ despite a lesser degn:e of Icchnical competence on 
thcir part. 
The data revealed that owners made mort use of possible IS Rs in-
volving all persons named as sources than renters. Comparative propor-
tions of possible opportunities used were 55 ten-thousandths and 50 ten-
thousandths, respectively. The imponance of renure StatuS as a factor in 
the choice of persons as sources seemed to Hem ftom irs relation to tech-
nological competence and not to considerations of social class. Both own-
ers and renters showed a greater inclination to use opportunities for con-
tact wi rh the group of owners than with renters. ( X~ = 41.67. df = I. 
P < .01 ) However, reorers used owners as sources a little less (56 ten· 
thousandths) than other owners did (63 ren-thousandths) and other renters 
relarivel)' more. Thus, a small preference of renters for renters and owners 
for owners as sources of information WlS indicated. 
The ren ters fell far short in the use m:l.de of ISRs involving mOJt 
jrtqutntly sought sources. Proportions of concact opportunities used were 
16 ten-thousandths for renters and 23 ten-thousandths for owners. The 
lower use rate for rente:rs was primarily due to a decline in their use of 
opportunities for contact with owners. Nevertheless, renters still used re-
btivdy more opportunities for Contact with owners (18 ten-thousandths) 
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Figure 22-Proportionate use of farm owners and renters as 
sources of farm information by owner and renter information 
seekers. 
than with members of their own tenure class (7 ten-thousandths). Owners 
used 2~ ten-thousand ths of their contact opportunities with other owners, 
compared to only 6 ren-thousandths with rentcr operators. (Sec Figure 22.) 
Chi squarc for rhe 2 by 2 rable is 18.1~ . (P < .01). 
N one of the "local influentials" was a renter·operatOr. Since "local 
influenrials" were selected on the basis of choice as sources of far m in-
formation. the absence of reneer-operators among these ranks was signifi-
cane. The influence of tenure status on the guest for information from 
"local influencial s" was funhe r indicated by the greater use of such ISRs 
by owners than renters. Comparative proportions of opportunities used 
were 3.3 percent for owners and 2.3 percent for renters. 
In su mmary, owner·operators m:tde g reater use than renters of op-
portu nities fo r contact in each of the three ISR types. O wnership status 
on the part of the person sought was associ:l.ted with the more frequent 
usc of opportunities by both owners and ren ters. However, there was in· 
sufficient evidence to indicate that tenure StatuS served as a serious barrier 
to the communication of farm information. 
Compar:uive Infl uence of Selected Factors on Choice of Sources. 
In the foregoing analysis, the rel ationshi p of various social structure 
and status characteristics to rhe use of three types of information seeking 
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relationships was invC'stiga ted. The facrors Studied were: gross farm in-
come, size of farm. age, education. tcnure status. prestige. improved pnc-
rice rating. toeal social parciciparion. and a sub<bssification of the ianCf-
localisdc and extn-loc:tlisric social participation. Although all of these St1ltuS 
characteristics were found to h:'tVc a significant bt.":tring upon the utiliza-
tion of opportunitit·s for contacts, [heir relative importance was undeter-
mined. Investigation of [his martel was the: ma jor purpose of lhe analysts 
which follow. 
T hus far, chi sguan: has been employed to indicate the degree :md 
Significance of associarion between Status fanors and choice of SOurCC5. 
Whcn computed from relationships involving the same number of celis 
(columns and rows). siZl: of the chi squa re provides a measure of the re-
lative degree ro which each status characteristic ~'3s associated with the 
choice of personal sou rces of farm information. However. since the size 
of chi square is a partial function of the number of cells in the table. and 
since it was otherwise adviSlblc to compute chi square from tables with 
four. nine, :lnd sixteen cells. direct comparisons could not be made: in ;1 
systematic manner. Consequently. some advantage is gained by converting 
the chi squares to T-coefficients of association based upon tht· formula: 
T~=I x~ 
N V (5-1) (t-I) 
In the formula J refers to the: number of rows, t to the number of columns. 
and N to the number of cases. The virtue of the coefficient T. in this ClSC. 
lies in its applicabili ty to a table o f lOY number of rows lnd columns and 
the fact that the upper limit is always 1.0 (33). Since the value of N is a 
constant for contacts with each type of p(:rsonal source.+ a direct compari-
son of T-scores with respect to the StatuS characteristics can be made. 
Table IDa shows the values of T for each of the status chal'acteristics 
and each of the thrte types of sources. The relative size of T-scores on 
each status characteristic and information seeking relationship with all 
sources indicates that they may be ranked in terms of size as follows: 
improved practice ratings. extra·localistic social participation. gross cas~ 
income, prestige. size of farm, tenure status, localistic social participation, 
eduCl.tion, rot:!.l social participation. and age. It also may be assumed that 
th is constituted for the f:!.rmers studied, a hierarchy of import:l.nce of the 
sratus characteristics in the selection of persons :I.S sources of farm informa-
tion. 
An ex:!.mination of the comparative sizes of T-scores and sources most 
fffljuentiy sought suggests a similar although not identiC:l.l ranking of the 
status ch2racreristics. 
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T-scores based on relationships of each status characteristic and con-
tacts with "local inAuentials" exhibited a somewhat different order of 
imporcance, principally because total social participation and age had 
greater relative importance when ISRs with this source were considered. 
Prestige and size of farm were of less importance. The rank of T-scores 
was: improved practice rating, extra· local is tic social participation, rotal 
social participation, gross farm income, age, localistic social pllfticipation, 
education, prestige, and size of farm. 
It is evident that the general level of importance of some Status vari· 
ables was relatively 5O.ble, regardless of the ISR type involved. For exam· 
pie, improved practice rating and extra-Iocalistic social participation of the 
seeker and person sought were highly important considerations in all three 
ISR relationship~. This tends to substantiate an ear/ier conclusion that 
the choice of a source was highly dependent upon the technological com· 
perence of the source. It should also be observed that the degree of as· 
sociation between technological competence of the seeker and sought was 
very definitely greater than the association for any other status factor , 
even social participation, the one of second imporcance. T hose following 
third and fourth, gross cash income and prestige, were about equally im-
porrant as status variables with respect to ISRs involving all persons 
sought as sources and those f7U)st frequmt/y sought. The relative importance 
of tenure status, localistic social participation, and size of farm as factors 
associated with choice was minimal in all three of the information seek-
ing relationships. 
By way of contraSt, the degree of association and, therefore, the 
importance in the choice of sources varied somewhat by ISR type. This 
was notably true for cotal social participation, age, prestige, income, and 
size of farm. In general, the differences that occurred were most evident 
between I$Rs involving all persons sought and those most frequmtly sought 
on the onc hand and those involving "local inftuenrials" on the other. 
For example, for relationships involving "local inftuenrials," coefficients of 
association between age and choice and becween income and choice were 
of much the sample magnitude. However, for the Q[her two ISRs differ-
ences were considerable. Table lOa reveals ocher differences. This diver-
gence in degree of association of status variables with choice of sources in 
diffetent ISR types suggests either a difference in the essential nature of 
the three channels of interpersonal communication or, the unique nature 
of "local influentials" as personal sources of farm information. 
Since virtually all of the farm operators in the community srudied 
were enumerated, no question of sampling error was involved in con-
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elusions regarding the com munity. The difference in dcgn:cs of :lssociarion 
expressed in Table lDa :lfe real and represen t the actual commun ity situa-
tion. However. if we assume that the relationships reported also may have 
some validit y for [he larger cultural area of which this one was a parr, 
determinacion of st':l.tistical significance of rhe T·scon:s is justified. 
Social Partle -
IpaUon ••••••.•••.•• . .. 
Gross Farm Ineom ....... .. . . 
Community Prutlge ..... .. . 
Size of Farm Operated .... .. . 
Tenure StatuI . ... .. ..... . . 
+P> 0.01 
+P> 0.05 
.632 " 
.554" 
.544" 
.347· 
.3 11 " 
.284 0 
.660· 
.501· 
.5OS· 
.362 " 
.338" 
.295" 
.269· 
.19 1+ 
.158 
.1~3 
.182+ 
Sracistica i significance of the amount of associ:uion rcflccred in the: 
T-scores is direcd r dependent upon the: statistic:!1 signifi cance of the chi 
S<jU:l.res on which rhey arc based: i,e .. when (he chi Stjuar<.:s are significlnr. 
(he T'scores :ltC also sign ifican c. The stHistic:!1 signifioncc of man y of 
the chi S<juar<.:s h:ls been indicated previously in the report :!nd 311 appear 
in footnotes to Table lob. Note rhac the associa tion of all the StatuS vari· 
abies in rhe ISR type involving a/l persons named as sources are signifi. 
can t below tbe one pcrcenr level. MOf(.X)ver. \virh the e .... e<.:ptiun of age, the 
degrees of association for all status characteristics of informacion see kers 
and persons IIIOJt freqllmlly lOllgh! as sources were significant :It rhe same 
level. O nly twO of che associa tions. involving improv(..J prolCtice ratings 
and extra-!ocalistic soci:d participarion and th<.: see king of information 
from "local influcnrials", wen:: significant at the one percent !cvd. O n the 
Othc:r hand. only rhe prestige and size of farm st-.1tus factOrs of seekers and 
" Ioal inAuentials" faileJ to exhibit II degree of association that might be 
considered signi ficantly gr~ ter chan that occurring duc co random varia-
tion at the 5 percent level of confidence. 
The statistical analyses may be sum m:uized as follows: While there 
was considerable variation in the relati ve importance of status character-
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15tlCS in the choice of personal sources of farm informacion , all slaws 
variable~ but tWO were significanrly associated with choices made in each 
of che three ISR types considered. 
TABLE lOb. CHI-SQUARES OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELECTED 
STA11JS CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS SEEKING OTHER FARMERS 
AS SOURCES OF FARM INFORMATION AND THOSE SOUGHT AS 
Extra-Locallstlc Social Partic-
ipation .............. . 
Gross Farm Income . . .. . . . 
Community Prestige . . . . .. . 
Size of Farm Operated ..... . 
Localistlc Social Participation 
Year s Schooling Completed .. . 
Participation . .. . 
+P> 0.05 
516.06" 
395.33' 
381.08-
155.45" 
103.78' 
85.1>4" 
207.56" 
119.1>7" 
123.23· 
1>2.40-
41.56" 
38.29" 
27 .50 ' 
13 .98+ 
9.43 
8.90 
12.65+ 
"' .86+ 
17.78+ 
Relationship of Status Characteristics 
to Technological Comp etence 
In rhe previous section it w:l.S shown rh1t choice of p<.'rsons as sources 
of f.urn inform:uion was structured to a consiJer:1ble degn .. -c by St2tus fac-
tors. TIle strucruring influence often appeared to be due in p:m ro an in-
teractional association bctWl-Cn these f.1Ctors and tedmological competence. 
Therefore it was difficult to determine JUSt how much of rhe association 
was due to each. Following is a consideration of this relationship which 
will provide some basis for clarification. Relationships berwttn technologi-
cal competence and the fo llowing stat us factors were considered: gross 
farm income, size of farm operated. tenure status. age, years of schooling 
compleroo, participation in formal org:miz:1rions. community prestige, and 
SQ('io-economic starns me:lsuroo by the Sewell scale: (34 ). 
A,.~. 
SPECIFI C STATUS CH ARACTERISTICS 
OF fARM OPERATORS 
The relationship between :lge and improved practice rating of farm 
opcr:1tors wa.~ sm:lll and negative. as indicated by an "r" of ·0.32. T his reo 
lationship is illustrated graphic.tlly in Figure 23. Average ratings declined 
progressively with age. D ifferences werc g reatest between farmers aged 60 
and ovcr and those in the tWO younger age categories. 
TABLE FARM OPERATORS USING SPE CIFIED IMPROVED 
22 .6 24.4 7.' 
Improvement Program 23.8 30.3 14.5 
Un of Terraces .. .. 29.8 26.1 ,., 
.. . ....... . . .. 75.0 57. 1 " .0 
· .... . ..... . . . .. 80.9 71.4 76.3 
Spray on Weed •. · ...... . ... 29.8 30.3 17 . 1 
Ladln.o Clover ... 
· . 
. . 
· . 
. .... . 13.1 17.6 11.~ 
Sodium Fluorl<:le Treltment for Contr ol of 
Wor ms In Hogs· · ... . . · .. . ... 52.4 70.6 61.8 
Meillolt)'chior Spray fo r Flies on Dal:ry 
Cattle ....... ~Basea on 'Those p~·Oa·~{ni 'Hoi~ .. . . . . . 8.' 4.2 2.8 
15 
10 
5 
o 
15 
10 
5 
Farm Practice 
Groups 40 59 over 
Age of Operator-Years 
Under 2500- 5000 " 
Groups $2500 4999 over 
Gross Farm Income 
Improved Farm Practice 
Raung 
All Under 8 8 " 
Groups 8 over 
Years Schooling -Operator 
• Low scor e r epr esents hl&h prestige 
20 Improved Farm Practice 
Rating 
15 
10 
5 
o 
Groups 140 ~59 over 
Size of Farm-Acres 
All 1.5- 3.5- 4.5" 
Groups 3.4 4.4 over 
Community Prestige. 
20 r'"""'''' Farm Practice 
Rating 
15 
10 
5 
o 
0-
Groups 69 79 over 
Socia-Economic Stat us 
Score (Sewell Scale) 
Figure 23-Median improved farm practice rating of farm opera-
tors by designated status characte ristics. 
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Size of F:l.rm. 
The P~rsoni :ln correi:uion octwCl;n size of farm and improved pClC-
lice scoreS was 0.28. T his WlS about the same :IS Ihc corrdation between:l.ge 
and improved practice ratings. though positive f:nner than 11l:gativc. The 
greateSt difference br size of f:urn W:lS between f:lrmer:s opcr:J[ing relatively 
sm:llJ acrc:\gcs (less Ih:ln 140 acres) and those operating middle-sized and 
large f.Irms. (See Figure 23.) Although large farms app:ucm1 r encouraged 
the usc of more improved praCTices. ditrcrcncc~ in improved prlctice rat-
ings of fJrrncr.; operating medium :!Ild hrge f.lrms were <.JuLIe small. Data 
sugg(:stcd that the minimum lTitical size of farm w:\s :lbout 140 acres for 
rhe uS<' of the improved f:urn practices c:onsidcred. The relationship bc::. 
twecn size of farm and use made of speci fic pracril'(:s may be observed in 
Table 12. 
TABLE 12. PROPORTION OF FARM OPERATORS USING SP ECiFIED 
IMPROVED FARM PRACTICES CLASSIFIED BY SIZE 
12.0 18.2 26.6 
Improvement PrOiram 10.7 25.5 33.0 
Use of Terraces ... . 14 .7 22.7 25.S 
.. . .. . ....... 44.0 58.2 76.6 
..... . ........ ... 80.0 73.6 74.5 
22 .7 27.3 28.7 
10.7 13.6 19.1 
Treatment for Control of 
. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . ••• 35.5 36.2 for F lies on Dd ry 
Gross Fum J ncome. 
The Pl-arsoni an correlation between gross farm income and technologi. 
cal competence of operarors was 0.:>3. This was the largest simple rela· 
tionship found :lmong all the st:nus factors considered. Slightly more th:!.n 
28 percent of rhe vari:!.tion in improved pr:!.ctice scores was explained by 
this factOr. 
1110: size :lnd n:lwre of this income· technological compe-fC'flce relation· 
ship was funher illustrated by the median improved practice ratings of 
f:l.nners in different income categories. Figure 2, shows that the relation· 
shi p W:lS most marked at the high income levels and least:1t the low. As 
can be seen in Table 13, this rel:ni()nship was also consistent with the use 
made of most specific practices. 
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Improvement Program 
Farm ing or Use 01 Ter.nces ... . 
Varieties .......... . .. . 
on Weeds .......... . . 
Ladlno . . . .......... .. ... . 
Sodium Fluoride Treatment for Control of 
Worms In Hags ........ ... ... . .. . 
Metlloxychlor Spray for File. on Dairy 
Cattle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tenure Starns. 
.. , 
'" 5.7 
H.4 
2'7.l 
15.7 
'.3 
12.8 
I.' 
16.9 
18.5 
22 .8 
61.3 
48.4 
21.8 
9.7 
25.8 
'.5 
35.3 
47.6 
31.8 
71.8 
81.2 
42.4 
23.5 
25.9 
, .. 
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A chi sguare test revea!ed a significant difference between the improv. 
ed practice scores of farm owners and renters ( X~ = 24.08, df = 5. 
P < .01). Yet median improved praccice scores were much the same, be· 
ing 13.9 for owners and 12.4 for renters. The comparative use of specific 
practices tended to confirm the conclusion of sm:all but somewh:at incon· 
sistent differences in use r:arcs between owners :and renters. (See Tab!e 14.) 
TABLE 14. PROPORTIO:-l OF FARM OPERATORS USING SPECIFIED 
IMPROVED FARM PRACTICES CLASSIF IED BY TENURE STATUS 
""""!"' to Soil Test. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Syltematic Improvement Program .. 
21.S 10. 7 
28.7 , .. 
Contou r Fuming or U.e of Terraces ... . . . 22.0 19.6 
New Soybean Varieties ............... . 56 .5 76.8 
New Oat Varieties .................. . 44.8 55. 4 
Cllemlcal Spray on Weeds ...... .. .. ... . 29.6 14.3 
Ladlno Clover ..................... . 14.3 5.' 
Sodium Fluoride Treatment for Control of 
Worms In Hogs ...•...•....••••.... 20.6 3G.4 
Metlloxych10r Spray {or Flie. on Dairy 
Callie ................. . . .... .•. 5.4 3.6 
Years of Schooling. 
A small but expected relationship between years of schoo!ing com· 
pleted by the operator and his techno!ogica! competence was indicated by 
a correlation coefficient of 0.25. However, the size of the correlation was 
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negated somewhat by a high cono.:ntr.ltion of cases in rhe category of 
eight years of schooling. Figure 23 ~hows char the greatest cbange in im-
proved practice rating occurreJ at the cighr-y(~1f level of schooling. D iffer-
encC$ below the 8th gr.tdc level were very sm:lll. H igh school and college 
educated farmers made morc use of improved pncriccs than (um operators 
who h:'td eight years of schooling or less. (\'(;0 though the differences 
wcre aflt-n ~rn:l ll. (5I.:r Tlhk 1 '1.) 
TABLEi~I,:;"·,6,;~i~: ~~3Np:?~,!;:~~ 
to Son Test . .. ... . .... U 17 .3 26.\ 
lmprovement Program ' .8 18.1 36.4 
or Use of Terraces ... 12.2 14 .2 33.6 
· . ....... . 43.n 62.2 65.4 
. . . . . · . ... . .... 31.7 41.7 5U 
ChemIcal Spray on Weeds . · . ... . ... . 22.0 26.0 30.0 
Ladino Clover . . . . . . . . .. . . 7.3 12 .6 14,4 
Sodium Fluoride Treatment fo r Conlrol of 
Worms in Hogs. · . .. .. .... . ... 3.7 15.7 35.1 
Methoxychlor Spr:..y for Flies on Dairy 
Cattle. . . . . . .. .. .. ...... .. 2A 3.1 SA 
Prestige. 
The correlation between improved pr;1crict scores and prestige ratings 
of farm operators was 0.38. Tht' narure of the relationship was fu rther ap-
parent in (he graphical representation of mcdi:m improved farm practice 
ratings of f:l.rmo::rs with varying pn:stige. (See Figure 23.) Although the rc-
TABLE 16. PROPORTION OF FARM OP ERATORS UStNG SPECIFIED 
IMPROVED FARM PRACTICES CLASSIFIED BY P RESTIG E 
32.2 18 .7 12.4 
52.4 24.4 12 .4 
or Use 32 .2 23 .6 12.4 
..... . .. · . . 62.7 66.7 51.5 
Varieties . , .. . . . . . · . 72 .9 71. 5 7",4 
Chemical Spray on Weeds ... , . . 35.6 2".3 13 .4 
Ladino Clover . · . . . . .. · . 27.1 12.2 10.3 
Sodium Fluoride Treatment lo r Control of 
Worms In HOirS . · . . . . . . ... .. 40.7 29.3 19.6 
Methoxychlor Spray lor F lies on Dairy 
Cattle .. . . . . . · . . .. . .. .. .. . 1.7 8.1 3.1 
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lationship was only moderate, both statistics tended to substantiate the 
positive relationship between prestige and technological competence. In 
like manner, high social standing was associated with high use of all 
except tWO improved practices. (See Table 16.) 
Participation in formal Organ izations. 
The correlation coefficient between improved farm practice and formal 
social participation scores of farm operators was OAO. Although this was 
one of the highest coefficients obtained, it explained only 16 percent of 
the total variation in technological competence. In the familiar fashion, 
this relationship can be represented by means of the median improved 
practice scores of farm operarors with low, medium, and high rates of 
social participation in formal organizations. f igure 24 reveals the rather 
marked increase in improved farm practice scores by social participation 
levels. Although the relationship of participation in organizations to the 
use of particular practices varied considerably from practice to practice, 
the only reversal of the general pattern was in the proportion using 
methoxychlor spray for dairy cattle, a practice which, incidentally, added 
little co the index used. (See Table 17.) 
TABLE 17. PROPORTION OF FARM OP ERATORS USING SPECIFIED 
IMPROVED FARM PRACTICES CLASSIFIED BY TOTA L SOCIAL 
PARTICIPATION SCORE OF OPERA TOR IN FORMAL 
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS 
According to Soil Test .. ... .... . . . 
Systematic Pasture Improvement Program 
Contour Farming or Use of Terraces .. . 
New Soybean Varieties ... . . . ..... . . 
New oat Varieties ...... . . .. ..... . 
Chemical Spray on Weeds ......... . . 
Ladlno Clover ... .. .... . ........ . 
Sodium Fluoride Treatment for Control of 
Worms in Hogs .... ... . ........ . 
Meth01tYchlor Spray for Flies on Dairy 
Cattle ... . . ... ............. . . 
Total Social 
Part~cl~tlon Score of OVerator 
0 - 4 5-19 20 and over 
10.4 23.0 52.2 
13.4 30.3 52.2 
14.2 25 .4 39 .1 
58.0 59.6 64.6 
41.0 54 .9 58.5 
17 .2 32 .0 52.2 
6.0 18.0 47.8 
31.3 42.6 43.5 
'.2 '.7 <.3 
Instrumental Social Participation: In general, chis classification in-
cluded participation in organizations dedicated to objectives growing out 
of the farm emerprise. Typical of the organizations included were buying, 
selling, and service coops. (The rationale of the classification is fully ex-
plained in reference 20, pp. 74-76.) Since the distribution of chese social 
participation scores docs nO( even approach the basic requirement of nor· 
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mali ty, a statistic is nceded which is nor tx)und b)" that f('quiremcm and 
which will give somt: indication of the: dcgrl"\: ot association. Chi square 
is such ;\ statistic. 
When computed from :I 3 x 4 table for instrumental soci:!] panicipa. 
cion and the improv(.-d practice: rat ins of the farmers studied. chi s<Juarc 
was SS.3$. This value rna)' then bt- compared wi th the chi S<jllue com-
puted from a similar 3 x 4 table of (Oral social p:micip:uion and the im-
proved practice rating of f.lrmcrs. In this (:t$C chi sguarc was 45.25. The 
larger figu re for in~trumcntal social participation suPPOrtS the cxpeC[1I· 
tion that participation in organila ti()n~ oricnT(:d rn the provision of usc-
ful f:Hm infonmuion was indeed mOTe hij(hl)" associan .. .J wirh rechnological 
competence than part icipation in ,t/I ti)rmal orpnilariuns. 
T he compar:lIive association of panicipation in instruml'nt:11 org:miza .. 
tions with rhe improvl-d practice rar ings and rhl' association of rotal social 
participation in form:\I organilarions wilh technologic ll competence may 
be observed in Figure 24. 
Extm .. LoctliiJt;( Swilll pflrfiripatirm: As previously explained. or· 
ganizations in the o.:omm uniry .Hudicd were d:t~sified into local is tic and 
extra-localistic t)'pcs. This made it possible to tes t wh<.'{hcr or not parrici. 
pation in the latter was more closely associ:lIl-d wi lh technological com-
petence t han participation in all k inds of formal organilations. There-
after. the usual testS of :l.ssn<:i:ltion were made. A ~ in thl' case of instru .. 
ment:l. l participation. the chi S,!uare test provided :\ suit:lbk statistic for 
comparison. Such a statistic computetl from a J x -4 table W:IS 4),71 for the 
relatio nship between participation in cxtr:t .. lncil istic mg;l11iz:ltions and im· 
proved practice ratings. T his dot..-s not ind icate an appreciably gre:l.ter as· 
soci:uion rhan p-.mici pation in all kinds of social organiz:ltions had with 
technological competence. ( X~ = 4'U5. df = 6. P < .01) Cons<.-quenrl}'. 
recogni t ion of this particul:ir aspect of membersh ip in fo rmal social or-
ganizations does not incrcas~ abiliw to predict u:chnologiral competence 
of parricipams over thar provided by mere consi<lcration of tOtal social 
parflclpatlon. 
The relationship between ddfC:f!:nt degn:es of exrr;\-Iocalistic social 
part icipation and medi:ln im proved practicc scorts of farm operators is 
shown in Figure 24. Although the relationship was very much in ~vid~nce 
it \lnS not as marked as in the case of instru mental social participation or 
~ven total social participation. Also, the general relationship between 
~)( tn1-IOC1lis{ic social participation and improved brm pr:tctice scor~s holds 
for the us~ of most specific practices. 
Di~cussion of the relationship between rhe parriciparion of farm oper-
ators in formal organizations and their tec hnological competence may be 
25 
20 
l' 
10 
, 
o 
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Improved Farm 
Practice Rating 
0-
Groups 4 19 over 
Total Social Participation 
Score 
Improved Far m 
Practice Rating 
Groups 4 over 
Instrumental Social 
Partlclpatlon Score 
Improved Farm 
Practice Rating 
Groups 4 over 
Extra-Locallstic Social 
Participation Score 
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Figure 24-Median improved farm practice rat~ng of farm ope ra-
tors by designated social participation score in formal groups. 
summarized as follows: (1) Participarion in formal social organizations is 
more closely associated with technological competence than any other 
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single factor excepl income of the farmer: (2) the most important (:let of 
organi zational participation seems to be rhe opportunity for farmers to 
meet and talk to each other rather than the functional purposes of the or-
ganizations considered. This conclusion is dr;\wn despite some evidence 
th:iC p;micipation in instrumental soci:l] organiz:uions was a lit tle more 
closely aSSocilted with technological compct(:nCI; rh:m was participation 
in :dl organiz;uions. 
Socio-Economic Scu us 
In a sense the status (actors considered may bl; combined lnco a 
single measure of SOCio-l"Conomic su[Us. Ont: such measure is provided by 
the Sewell Socio-Economic Status Scale. (.>4) Farm (lpcr-.ltors' scores com-
pUled in :lccord with SGllc Tl'quiremcms were: found to be.: modera.tely cor-
related with their improve:d pr:tctice r:ttings_ ( r= 040) 
t-.looian improved pr:tcticc score:s by socio-c:conomic status shown in 
Figure 23 are consistent with this finding. Another consistency was the 
fact that high socio-cconomic status was ;l.S$ociated with high use of all of 
the specific pracrin:s considered. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SELECTED SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
:lTATUS FACTORS WITH TECHNOLOGICAL COMPETENCE 
As a means for further examination of independent and joint effects 
of status factors on technoiogicli co mpetence, anal),sis of variance was 
chosen as an appropriate tc:cbnigue. While it would have been desirable 
to include all of the socio-economic factors in the analysis. the number 
of cases involv(-d made it impractical to do so. Four.of the ten independent 
variables were selected, gross farm income, age, years schooling, and tOf:l.l 
social participation. Gross farm income and social panicip-.I.tion were se-
lecred because they produced the highest simple association with tech· 
nological competence. Age was sclecred because it was the only variable 
which was negatively associated with technological competence. Education 
was used because of the general significance usually l ttlchcd to it. To reo 
duce the number of cells in the cross-classificuion table to a min imum, 
each of the nriables was dichotomized. 
T he an:llysis indicated that only gross fum income and tOtal social 
participation were Significantly related to the level of technological com-
~tence. (Sec Table 18.) Although the preliminary analysis of the simple 
association of age and years of schooling with technological competence 
showed significant rela tionsh ips, these disappeared when the effect of 
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TABLE 18. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE or IMPROVED FARM PRACTICE 
RATING OF 233 FARM OPERATORS BY 
COMP LETED, FARM 
Sums 01 
" 
Mean 
Source S%l.lares Freedom Sg,uares F-ratio fOTAL 8, 31 .86 1lI 
(Al Age 5.002 1 5.01) 
(E) Years Schooling Completed 153.04 1 153.04 
en Gross Farm Income 1,397.037 1 1397.04 23.19 ' 
(5) Total Social Particlpatlon 
Score In Formal Organizations 792.893 1 792 .89 13 .16· • 
Two-way Interactions 
(A) x (E) 8.41 1 8.41 
(A) x(J ) 310. 52 1 310.52 5.15**· 
(A) x (S) 5.01 1 5.01 
(E)x(I ) 116.99 1 116.(;9 
(E) x (S) 2.23 1 2.23 
(1) x (S) 
.'" .'" Three-way InteractLons 
(A)x(E)x( i ) .00 1 .00 
(A)x(E)x(S) 108.05 1 108.05 
(E)x(l)x(S) 47.15 1 47.15 
(A)x( I)x(S) 108.92 1 108.9 2 
Four-way InteraCtion 
(A)x(E)x(I)x(S) .28 1 .28 
Within 5,783 .14 96 60.23 
• V[, 
1,96.23 .191 .001 
• • PC' 1,96. 13.16J< .01 
••• PC ' 1,95" 5.1 5 ] < 0.05 
other variables was at least partially removed (by holding other variables 
constant). 
T he first order interactions in Table 18 indicate the possible joint ef. 
fects of the four main variables on technological competence. Only one of 
the six possible joint effects, however, was significantly more than might 
be expected from random variation. This one was age and income of the 
farm operators. These results may be inrerpreted to mean that the nature 
of the relationship between age and the technological competence of 
farmers was significantly different for fa rmers with low and high incomes. 
This difference is apparent in Figure 25. Evidently age and improved prac-
tice rating were negatively associated for farmers with incomes of less than 
$3000, whereas, the relationship was positive for farmers with incomes of 
$3000 or more. 
Since none of the other first order interactions were significant, any 
variation in technological competence arising from any of the five other 
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Figure 2S-lnteraction of gross farm income of farm operator on 
improved practice rating. 
possible combinations of any tWO of the main faCtors was merely random 
variation. In addition, since none of (he second or third order interactions 
were significant, no further explanation of Table 18 is required. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to define elements in [he soci,,] Struc-
ture of a northeast Missouri farming community and to determine how 
they influenced the interpersonal exch:m~ of farm information. Data were 
obtained from interviews with 279 farm operators and wives living in the 
community, from prestige n.tings supplied by local judges, and from such 
secondary sources as farm organization :md newspaper records. All but six 
of the bona fide farm operators in rhe community were interviewed. 
T he Community. 
Although the aIell studied could not be strictly n-garded :lS a random 
s:lmpJe of the b.rger Ii-COUnty area of which it W2S a parr, it was closely 
represent:uive of the area with respe<:t co level of living and selected facrors 
related to farming. Therefore, the findings would likely apply in large 
me2sure to the extended culrure are2. The use of statistical testS of signifi-
cance was based upon this assumption. 
The community was well supplied with conventiomii sources of farm and 
home information. such as newspapers, farm journals, county agents, vo-
cational agriculture teachers, and government agencies. 
Six out of cen rook a daily newspaper, 85 percent subscribed to a local 
newspaper. 92 percent took one or more farm journals, and 98 percent had 
radios in operation. Satisfactory television reception was not possible in 
the area at the time of the study. Livestock and grain production prevailed 
as the ch ief source of farm income. Corn and soybeans conStituted the 
chief grain crops; catrle and hog production represented the most import-
ant livestock enterprises. Although prevailing levels of living and condi-
tions of fa rming were not the highesr in rhe state, they were generall), 
above the state avernge. 
There were no distinctive racial elementS but socio-economic differ-
ences were considerable. This was refl«ted in wide income d ifferentials. 
While the lower 10 percent enjoyed no more than a subsistence level of 
income, the upper 10 percent had gross incomes well in excess of $8000 
for the 19451 crop year. 
As a sociological entity, the community may have consisted of little 
more [han a feding of identification growing our of a congruence of life 
activities and emotional atuchmencs. But this feel ing's significance as a 
structural uni t in the communicarion of farm information was well iUus-
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tr;l.Ccd by the proportion of informacion seeking conr:Kts contained within 
the community. Even those Jiving ol1<:·fourth mile: inside the operationally 
delineated boundary made 76 percent of thcif infurmation scrking contacts 
within the community. 
Subjective observation of atti[Udc and bch:l\'ior du rios intc:rvil:WS and 
analysis of more objective data colk"Ctcd in the srudr ~ugg(;stcd three com· 
munity functions in the commUlliCltion of farm informatiun. (1) a de-
finiriw or permissive funccion with respect to Iht: kind of decisions per-
mined. (2) an (;v.duativc or n .. infofn'mcnr function whi(h st<:mmed (rom 
the availability of associates who could tx; trusted to hdp those consider-
ing change to arrive at sociall\, :l.cccptcd decisions regarding alternative 
goals and/or means. and (3) an interaction f:Kilir:lting function derivtxl 
from established patterns of association and communicltion e)(isting with· 
in the community. 
Neighbor hoods. 
Five neighborhood areas were delineated by :lsking f:lrm operators (0 
indic:lte who resided within the neighborhoods menrioned. The largest 
included 4S farm oper:ttors and their families and the smallest 15. The 
average was 27. Alchough the sociological signific:mce of the operationally 
defined areas may be in doubt, their significance for the communiation of 
f:trm information was demonstrated by the loo.lizing influence they exert-
ed on information seeking relationships. Three types of overt information 
seeking relationships were used fo r this purpose: seeker-sought pairs de-
fined by asking farm 0IX--rarors who they talkt-d (() about fJ.rm problems, 
rhose they talked to most frcqucntl)·. and the "local inAuentials" whom 
they consulted about matters rcl:ned to f:lrming. 
For all three types of relationships. r<:s idents made sign ificmdy more 
use of opportunities for contact within their nt:ighborhood mem~rs than 
residents in control :lreas of comparable size and location. Comparative 
figu res for 1.1/1 ISRs (information seeking rd:ltionships) were 73 percent 
for neighborhood residencs against ~2 percent for the concrol areas. For 
those mOIl frtqll~lIt1J iOlighl. the figures were 79 and '>3 percent and fot 
those with "local intluentials" 61 :ag:tinst 49. n;:spectivcly. 
For neighborhood members. exchange of farm information most 
frequently rook place at the neighborhood cencer. which usually W:lS a 
general store. school. church or blacksmith shop, or at a combination of 
such centers. For non-neighborhood residents, the village center seaned to 
serve a substitute function in this respe<t. Formal o rganization meetings 
also were indicated frequentl y as an occasion fOf information exchange by 
non-neighborhood residents. Exchange of f:lrm information at in formal 
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meetings seemed to occur as an unimended by·product of association rath-
er than as a recognized and intended consequencc. Nevertheless. there 
were a few organiZltions where dissemination of farm information was a 
recognized and intended objectivt'. 
Alrhough the question of differential values and orientation to farm-
ing as an occupation bctw(-en neighborhood and non-neighborhood resi-
dents was raised. che evidence available was nor conclusive. From rhe 
sC1ndpoim of rechnological competence, differences becween residents and 
non-residents of neighborhoods were small. The laner raced only slightly 
higher on an improved farm praCtice rating scale rhan neighborhood resi-
dents. Comparative scores were 12.9 and 14.1, res~ctivel y. Both were 
:about equally inclined to pick those better qualified than themselves (tech-
nologically) as sources of f:arm informa tion , thus suggesting a rarional 
orientation to farm technology on the parr of both. 
A second kind of dara from which orientation toward farm rechnology 
m:ay be inferred related to sources of farm information considered most 
useful. Neighborhood members rated other farmers ar rhe tOp of the list 
by a substantial margin while non-neighborhood members put mass media 
at the top of the list by an equall y decisive margin. About e<{ual propor-
tions named institutionalized sources such as the county agent and che 
the cC2cher of vocational agriculture. 
It is poSSible that neighborhood members were relatively more can· 
cerned about adopting new farm practices to keep up with the neighbors, 
while non-neighborhood members were more inclined co make decisions 
on the basis of internalized norms of efficiency. This would also help ex-
plain the inward focus ing of information seeking relationshi ps among 
1aC',,1 residents. and the frequency with which neighborhood cenrers and 
functions were named as places where foam matters were most frC<juenrly 
discussed. The problem of adapting informarion is another facror, Ic is 
more difficult ro adapt information obtained from mass media to local 
conditions than information obtained from a friend or neighbor. Those 
psychologically less inclined to independent rational action and those not 
well qualified to do such chinking may fa ll back on tried and trUSted 
sources, their friends and neighbors. 
SociaJ Cliques. 
A third structural element considered in che study was social cliques. 
These were non-kinship, informally organized groups composed of a small 
number of families who associated cogether as soci al equals. They were 
defined by claims of interlocking pairs of mutual beSt friends, supplement-
ed by evidence of :lcmal association. About 20 percent of the farm opera-
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rors in the community were members of such cli<Jues. 
l ike neighborhoods, cliques are gemeif1Jchajt groups, H owever, the 
former tend to be a gemeinschaft of pt:':rsons in the same locality while 
cliques tend to be a gemeinschaft of persons of similar interests and es-
teem. In a sense, the two are manifestations of twO divergent types of 
societies. Neighborhoods "ideally" are products of a society which instiN-
tionalilcs strong p.micu1aristic or ascriptive values. or both. while cliques 
arc morc likel y to be the product of universalistic or achievcment values, 
or boch. Data of an inferential nature tended ro suPPOrt this supposition. 
Social cliques in the sample community were essentially a middle and 
upper class phenomena. TheV appeared to be relatively new structural de-
vdopmems and more ch:uacteristic of the young generation than the o ld. 
To test the influence of these structures on the exchange of farm in-
formation, five situations involving exchange within. without, and across 
clique Jines were postulated and arranged on an assumed continuum from 
facilitation, through neutrality , to greatest inhibition. T he three types of 
inrerpersonal relationship-those with all persons named as sources, those 
mOSt frequently sought, and those with "local influemials"-were used to 
test the hypothetiClI gradient. The proportions of persons chosen as sources 
of information to those possible in each of the situations were used as the 
basis for conclusions. 
In all three relationships, the proportion of persons seeking fellow· 
clique members was distinCtively greater than the proportion seeking per· 
sons outside of cliques or across clique lines. Occasional evidence indicat-
ed some tendency for contaCtS to decline when barriers of clique exclusion 
were involved. Significantly, it was in the most selectivc type of relation-
ship, those with "local inAuentials." that the gradient was mOSt in evi· 
dence. W ith only one exception. differences in the proportion of pos-
sible relationships used were consistently in the direction of the hypo-
thesized resistance gradient. All were statistically signficant from each 
othet except the last one in the series which was the situation where the 
clique member sought information from a farmer who was a member of 
another clique. 
The influence of informal clique-like groups was considered separately 
but results were essenriall)' the same. Further analysis revealed that farm 
operatOrs were more likely to name fdlow clique members as most valued 
sources than persons in other situations involving social cliques, and hav-
ing done so to name them as most frequently sought sources. 
It was also Significant that of the three ISRs considered, those with 
"local influcntials" were most structured by cliques and least by neighbor-
hoods. A possible explanation is that a different set of norms operates in 
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the quest for information from "local influentials" than in the quest for 
information from orher persons. Perhaps with "local influentials," rational 
considerHions of farm technology predominate while the choice of other 
persons as sources is largely b:lsed on traditional. non-rational norms such 
as prestige and friendsh ip. The rational, instrumental norms which may 
be instirutionalized in clique srrucmre are also the rype which tend to rut 
individuals off from 10001it}' oriented associational panerns. This may bc 
due to the individualizing influence exerted upon them. 
Com munity Prestige, 
Aside from informal social groups or syStems of a readily distinguish-
able nature, a variety of status factors tend to structure interpersonal in· 
formation st.'Cking relationships. Of p:trticular importance in this respect is 
"community prcstige" which simply relatcs to personal standing in the 
community as those living there see: it. Racings were obtained by the usual 
method of having selected judges rate persons and were charn((erized by a 
high degree of agreement among judges, as welt as the usual upper class 
bias. 
In the exercise of complete freedom in the choice of categories for 
rating purposes, one judge used two Cltcgories, three: used three, fou r used 
four. three used five, one used six, twO used seven, and twO used eight. 
The absence of agreement concerning clear·cur prestige distinctions wlS 
taken to indicate that no clear·cut social cbsses existed. The diverse pat-
tern suggested a prestige hierarchy or continuum rather than discrete 
hierarchical social classes. 
Since ratings generally met standal'ds of normality of distribution, 
chey were convened to standard scores (T-scores), added. and averaged for 
a single composite nting for e:l.ch individu:l.l. Ruings were arranged on a 
scale from U to 7.4 with high scores representing low prestige. Farm op-
erators named as persona l sources of fa rm information, and also those 
named as most frequently sough t, had average mtings of 3.9. " Locd in flu· 
entials" had a rating of 3.0 while the average for the community was 4.2. 
For rhe ISRs involving ali persons n:\med and those involving per-
sons named as mOIl jrtqllentiy lough!, ehe average prestige rating of pt:r-
sons sought was :l.bout 0.67 poims higher than th:l.t of the inform:l.tion 
seekers. For the ISRs involving "local influentillls," the aver:l.ge upward 
look was 1.4 prestige points. Occasionally the choice of an informant actu-
ally spanned the entire prestige range. On (he other hand, there were cases 
where persons looked down the prestige scale. However, this inclination 
diminished as the selectiveness of the person sought increased. In other 
words, the tendency was less in evidence with "local influenrials" whose 
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prestige tcnded to be high than in the other tWO ISR rei:ltionships where 
the prestige of persons sought was genernlly lower. 
Examin:ltion of the distribution of relationships used to obtain infor· 
mation revealed that upper class inform:uion seekers made more use of 
persons with similar prestige than middle and low prestige farmers. The 
s:lme tendency was observed among middle prestige seekers. On the other 
hand, the progressively lower proportiomtc use of high prestige farmers 
by those with medium and low prestige was babnn:d by a graduated in-
Cte:tsc in the proponionare use of opportuniti~"S with members of rhe same 
class. This su~ests that the general upward look to persons as sources of 
information was tempered by distance between seeker and sought on the 
prestige scale. However. th is slight restricting influence operated within 
the dominant p:lttern in which farm operntors :l.t all prestige levels except 
che very highest used many more of the possible ISRs with high prestige 
f:Hmers rhan with those at or below their own level. This same;:.attem 
prevailed fo r ISRs with ail persons as sou rce:; :l.Od with those nI()SI requm/-
I, jot/ghl- The n:srrictive pattern for contacts with "local influentials" was 
not clear-cut. Thetdore no definite gencr:tlizations can be made at this 
nme. 
Other Status Characteristics 
When such status factors as gross f:um income. size of f:!rm. yeus of 
schooling completed by operatot, age of operator. technologiell compe-
tence, and social puticipation score in formal organizations were subjected 
to a similar rype of analysis, it was generally found that high StatUS per. 
sons m:lde more usc of opportunities for COnt:lcts than middle and lower 
SUNS ones. Also, in gcnenl, the higher the status the more selective in-
form:ltion seekers were in choosing sources of farm information. For ex-
:lmplc, the higher the income of the seekers the more inclined they were 
to choose high income persons as sources of farm information. However, 
in general, StatuS differences did not serve as important barriers to the 
communic2tion of farm inform:ltion :lcross status lines. 
The general tendency W;l$ to look up the status Selle for advice :lnd 
:lssistance. Age proved to hl= somewhat of an exception to the rule. The 
oldest farmers were nor preferred l.S sources by :lny age group, nOt even 
their own, in the informacion seeking relationships involving all persons 
sought as sources, and those T!lbjt frtf.JumtLy squght. However, among "in· 
fluentials" elderly f2tmers were as much sought as sources of farm infor. 
mation as younger ones. Obviously. "local influemials" had not permitted 
their knowledge of agricultural technology to become outdated nor had 
they aHowed increasing age ro greatly hamper their willingness to change. 
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To dnermine rhe re1:Hive structuring influence of Status factors in the 
selection of pcrsoml sources of farm information. T-coefficients of associa-
tion between status characteristics of seekers and persons sought were 
used. It was demonsrrated that technological competence was more closely 
associated with choice of persons than any other status facmr in rhe ISR 
involving all persons nam(-d as sources. Other status factors in the order 
of their significance were: parricipation in formal social groups, gross farm 
income, and community prestige. T he association of size of farm, tenure 
status, loealistic social participation, and total social participation in formal 
groups with technological competence was minimal. 
The rank of the factOrs was much the same in the ISR involving 
persons named as most frequentlJ' .rought. 
For contacts with "local influentials." the order was, improved fann 
practice racing, extra-localistic social participation, total social participation 
(in formal social groups), gross farm income, age, localistic social pareici-
pation (in formal groups)_ years schooling. prestige, and size of farm, with 
the first mentioned having a substantial lead. Thus age and total social 
participation were of relatively greater importance as a structuring influ-
ence in contaCts with "local influentials" than in the other twO rSR types, 
while prestige and size of farm were of less imporcance. 
Status Characteristics and T echnological Competence_ 
Since technological competence (usc of improved farm practices), it-
self a status faeror, was associated with the other status factors considered, 
the question of joint effects on the choice of persons as sources of fann 
information continually arose. To throw some light on this subject, the 
nature of the interrelationship of selected Starus factors with technological 
competence was inve~tigaced.The analysis of variance technique was used. 
However, due to inherem difficulties in method of handling many varia-
bles, only four factors were included in the analysis. Gross farm income 
and social participation in formal social organizations were selected be-
cause they produced the highest single association with technological com-
petence. Age was selected because it was the only variable negatively as-
sociated with technological competence. Years of schooling was used be-
cause of the significance generally anached co schooling and what it can 
do for people. 
The analysis indicated that only gross cash income and total social 
participation wete significantly related to technological competence when 
the influence of the other twO factors were at least partially controlled. Al-
though the preliminary analysis of the simple association of age and years 
of schooling with technological competence showed a significant relation-
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ship. it disappeared when the associ:uion of other variables was removed. 
Only onc of the si x possible joint effects was significantly greater than 
chance-the combination of age and income of fa rm OPCr:lCOfS. This may 
be interpreted to mean that the nature of the rdationship between age 
and technological competence of 6rmcrs is significantly diffcn:nr for farm-
ers with low and high incomes. For farmas with incomes under S3OCXJ, 
age and improved practice r:ltings were nc,garivdy rebted. whereas for 
farmers with incomes of $3CXXl or morc. the relationship was positive. The 
face chat none of the first order inceractions were significtnt means chat 
:loy variation in technological competene\; of f~rm opcrasors ,uising from 
any rwo of the main f..'lctors of the five combinations possible was in the 
nature of random variation. 
Formal Social Groups. 
A final consideration concerned the influence of formal social groups 
in the interpersonal communication of farm information. Some of these 
organizations were specifically organized for the purpose of Jisseminating 
farm information and therefore performed a manif,·st or intended function 
in this respect. Twcnty-s i:oc percent of the farmers got inform:lcion from 
the adult farm schools associated with the local Jep:mment of vocational 
agriculture, 7 percent got information from soils and crops meetings, and 
17 percent said they gOT help from a "Balanced Farming Action Day" pro-
gram held in the community. 
Formal organizations with purely social or broad objectives po=:rformed 
a btent (unplanned and in some degree unintended) function in the dis· 
semination of farm information. They provided a time and place of meet· 
ing :lnd an atmosphere conducive to the discussion of farm problems and 
thus facilitated the dissemination of farm information. The existence of 
such associations made highly Cjualified sources of farm information ac-
cessible to more people than they otherwise might have bt"Cn. 
Farm operators who participated in formal org.l1lizations had an im· 
proved farm practice raring of 14.7 co mpared to 9.4 for non-participants. 
The Pearsonian correlation between the praCtice rating ;Ind participation 
in formal organizations was 0.52. Chi square tests of significance indicated 
an even higher association between technological competence on the one 
hand and participation in extra-localistic and instrumental social organi· 
u.tions on (he other. 
Treatment of social participation as a stams factor in rhe choice of 
persons as sources was complicated by rhe fact chac participation in itself 
provided a means of fKilitating contacrs. An added increment of oppor· 
tunity for contact was therefore involved. 
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W hen preferences of persons with no social participation were con-
sidered. litde seleCtivity in choice on the basis of social participation was 
in evidence. Also. a decreasing preference for non-participants was associ-
ated with increased social participation of the: information seeker. The 
tendency to make a disproportionately high number of selections from 
high participation categories was even more in evidence when participa-
tion in e:<tN.-localisric formal orgJniutions was considered. Also, as might 
be e:<pt"cred, the proportion of total possible contacts increased as social 
participation increased. However, since choice was complicated by the 
close association between social participation and technological compe-
tence, it was difficult to conclude how importan t social participation actu-
ally was in the choice of pt"fsons :IS sou rces of farm information. There-
fore, the real reasons for the selection of:1 disproportionately high num-
ber of farm operacors with high participation scores remained somewhat 
obscure. 
• 
Implications 
FOR AcrION 
Use of "Local Infiuentials.·· 
Broadly oriented farmers who are (rc<jucntly sought as SOUfC<:S of farm 
information by other fa rmers :m: in a srr:ucgic position w f:1Cilir:ltC d<.'Sired 
changes. Their position in the informal socbl s{rucnm: is such that they 
exercise influence out of proportion to their numbers. Educationa l effort 
dirIXted co convincing them and securing their cooper";uioll should show 
an additional increment of SUCCt"SS oyer that obt;l.im:d by working with the 
r:mk and fi le farmer. However. in choosing persons with whom [ 0 work it 
is not safe to assume that ;til eager followers :l1ld good cooper:uors are 
people with more than averngc local influence. 
Community Strucrure and Process. 
Since the community rends to be a sclf-conrnincd unit wi th respect to 
interpersonal relationships through which information is exch:mged and 
since formal activities tend to be concrn tt',ned in the vilhge center. these 
centers provide excellent places for communicating wirh Joe-,ll residents. 
Meetings held in the village center arc likely to be berrcr :mcndc:d by resi-
dents over a wide area than meetings held e1sewherc. Informal p:merns of 
association among residents and the social processes which facilitate deci-
sions, such as di scussions with trusted friends and neighbors. arc likc:ly to 
be highly in evidence at this point. 
Neighborhood P:utems of I nteraction. 
Neighborhood systems of social inter~l.Ction tend to be somewhat re-
moved from rhe village centers and have :\ tendency to loca lize interper-
sonal information seeking contacts. If technologically competent persons 
are available within a neighborhood ami are sought as sources of informa-
tion by fellow residents, the localizing influence of neighborhoods may 
not be a serious barrier to the dissem ination of farm information. H ow-
ever, if the technological competence of local residents is low, or if fann-
ers are not highly selective of competent sources within the neighborhood. 
the prospens are that the 'luality of advice will be poor. 
In situations like the latter, stimulation and new information from 
the outside are especially needed. Since great reliance is placed on intimate 
associates and mass media as sources of farm information , both should bc= 
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used to the best advantage possible. 
Where neighborhoods exist and have some place within them where 
people tend to congregate on an informal basis, such centers provide ex-
cellent places to hold meetings. Local attendance is likely to be greater 
than if held elsewhere, but is likely to be confined largely to residents 
wirhin the neighborhood. Bur regardless of where meetings arc held, pre-
liminary work in convincing persons to whom others turn for guidance in 
matters related to farming is time well spent. Whether "local influentials" 
speak or remain silent at a meeting. their influence is likely multiplied 
many times in the group situation. If they express or imply an opposing 
opinion, the negative influence is likewise magnified. 
Social Cliqu es. 
Social cliques, like neighborhoods, tend to facilitate the exchange of 
farm informacion among members . Although chere was only slight evi-
dence that ther operated as barriers to the communication of farm infor-
mation between members and non-members and between members of dif-
ferent cliques in the community studied it is not safe to assume that this 
is universally true. Where clique lines are more clearly drawn and where 
class consciousness is greater, cliques are likely to exercise considerable 
inRuence. If the level of technological competence of persons within 
cliques is much higher than the technological competence of those out-
side, as was true in this study, the quality of information exchanged is 
li kely to be superior. Since clique identification has no locality basis, and 
since cliques do not generally have a common meeting place, they do not 
lend themselves readily co group meetings. Also, rhey may be composed 
of relatively few farmers. In the community studied only about 20 percent 
of the farmers were members of such groups. 
Other research has shown that cliques have a very important bearing 
on the decision making processes and that they exercise considerable in-
Ruence toward conformity, once a decision is made. Loomis and Beegle 
have greatly stressed clique leaders as key people with whom co work in 
implementing social change. Where cliques do exist and where they in-
clude people likely to influence local opinion, as they usually do, it is im-
portant to exercise care not co alienate important clique members or else 
be prepareJ to abide by the consequences. It is also evident chat an idea 
acquired by a clique member is much more likely to be communicated to 
a fellow member chan to non-members. Some aid in bringing about desired 
changes can be expected from well directed effore toward clique members, 
but the effort is less likely to be helpful in reaching non-clique members 
or persons who are members of other cliques. 
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Social Class. 
The finding That no clear·cut social classes !.:xisn:J W;lS of considera· 
ble importance from an educ:uional standpoint. Whew distincrive social 
classes do exist. they arc likdy to impc:xk communic;uinn ht·tWl'tn classes 
and thus impede th t: frcc cxch:1n8c of id!.::ls. This may occur in areas like 
southeast Mi ssouri where: c1:tss lin!.:s art· marl' ckarly dr;lwn lnd where 
social and economic diffcrmti:t1s :H!.: gr!.:at!.:L Also tht, "Pbinvi!lc USA" 
study of a southwest ~"issouri commun ity re\'calcJ c\'id!.:ncc of conscious 
class differences. JUSt what rhe conditions in this rt'SIX'Ct in other Sl'Ctions 
of the StHe are. it is nor saf!.: (() say. 
Formal Groups . 
Formal groups perform a hidd!.:n fUllcrim' with respc:ct to the dissemi· 
nation of farm information in th:H they provi<lc phces where farmers fre· 
quently meet and talk about farm problems and practices. Since the}' 2fC 
already organized ami in operation. they provide :l fl~ldy.mad!.: social Struc-
ture through which new propos:t1s may be impleml·nred. Also_ they pro-
vide a more fuvornbk atmosphere of receptivity than is gell!.:rally prevalent 
in the community. 
Although it ma)' be unwise to mncludt· that high social p:micip:uion 
in forma l org:mizarions, p:micularly rhose crossing neighborhood and 
community linl'S, causes adoption rates of new practices to increase. there 
is a dose associat ion betwl-cn the two. For the action agency representa-
tive this means that membership in such o rg:miz:ltions is likely to be 
highlv selcctive of the more progressive farmers and those most alert to 
new developments in farming _ 
Communiry Starus Factors. 
Results from this study suggest th:H educators rna)' be more instru-
mental in facilitating the indirect diffusion of f.lrm informat ion by work-
ing through middle aged farmers than by working through eit her the 
older or younger ones. One exception is the older farmers who have con-
tinued to demonstrate a high degree of technological comlX'tence. Young 
farmers may be good followers but are Jess likely to be sought for advice 
than middle aged or elderly farmers who have changoo with the times. 
With respect to all other status factors (gross farm income, com-
munity prestige, years schooling completed, size of farm operltlxi, amount 
of social participation in formal groups, and tenure Status) there was a 
decided tendency to look up the scale for advice and coun seL However, 
in no case did StatuS differences appear [Q serve as serious barriers [Q the 
selecrion of high status persons as sources of farm information. 
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This purs high scatus persons in a highly favorable position for im-
plementing the diffusion of farm informarion. The educator may reasona-
bly expect to influence those at the bonom indirectly in due time, by 
working with those at the top of the sole. The reverse is much less like-
ly. Inherent in this pattern of diffusion is the danger that practices suited 
to large farms and/or wealthy farmers may not be especially suited [0 the 
smaller ones, and that valuable time may be lost in effecting change by 
the indirect method. 
The higher operators rated on (he prestige or starns scale, the more 
discriminating they were with respect to the choice of persons as sources 
of farm information. T his means that information seeking for high status 
persons tended to be something of a closed system and that they were 
more adequately supplied with competent persons as sources of informa-
tion rhan low StatuS persons. Some means of supplementing the personal 
sources of the latter is, therefore, suggested. Perhaps, this can be done 
through the mass communication media. The difficulty of reaching them 
directly is greater because of an inclination to avoid institutionalized 
sources of information (such as educational organizations and agencies) 
or to view them with disfavor. 
Of all rhe StatuS factors considered, technological competena: was the 
most imporrnnt in the choice of persons as sources of information in the 
community studied. So long as this is true, the net effect should be to 
raise the general level of technological competence prevailing in a given 
area. When those most frequently sought for advice are also more broadly 
orienred socially and are much more frequent users of insti tutionalized 
sources of farm information than those who seek their advice, as was true 
in this study, they provide ready a.venues for reaching less technologically 
competent farmers with educational ffi3terials. 
Parcicipation in formal social organizations was the status factor of 
second most importana: in the choice of other persons as sources of farm 
information. This suggestS that those sought are more likely than others 
to learn about new developments in farming and to put them into prac-
tice, thus reraining their lead technologically. This assumption is further 
substanri:ttcd by the very high correlation between technological compe-
tena: (improved practice ratings) and participation in formal social organi-
zations, particularl)· in the instrumentally oriented ones (those whose pur-
pose is to improve farm technology). Although farmers may participate in 
such organizations for rhe same reasons that they have high improved 
practice ratings, the assumption of some degree of cause and effect per-
haps is nOt unreasonable. To the extent that a cause-effect relationship 
does hold, change in farm technology may be facilitated by encouraging 
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participation in formal social groups, particularly those specifically di· 
rected to instrumental objectives. 
IMPUCA TIONS FOR RESEARCH 
Although the community studied was fairly representative of the 
larger culture area of which it was a pan, generalization applied co the lat· 
ter must be regarded as tent:nive. Replication is needed both within and 
between areas. What may be Hue concerning the in fluence of structural 
factors on the interpersonal exchange of f.·um information in onc area rna)' 
not be true in another. Also, in subsequent srudies more anention should 
be given co local norms regarding change in farm opt:rations. 
Much of the manner in which communities and neighborhoods func· 
tion in the diffusion and usc of farm information centers about what is 
permitted and what is regarded as desirable with respect co change. Men· 
tion has been made of the permissive nature of neighborhood and com· 
munity norms but the necessary support and desired specificity is lacking. 
It has also been inferred that the community may serve a reinforcement 
function, providing the needed moral support for decisions involving al· 
ternative values. T he approval of significam other persons may remove 
some of the risk of being wrong. Furthermore , an interaction, f.'lcilitating 
function detiving from established patterns of association and communica· 
tion existing within the community has been suggested. Subsequent in· 
vestigation mayor may not substantiate these tentative observations. 
Nevertheless, an effort should be made to determine JUSt what neighbor. 
hood and community functions really are, as well as what norms, if any, 
are specific to the community, to neighborhoods, or co entire culture areas. 
It should then, in turn, be shown how such differences, if any, are related 
to patterns of communication and influence regarding changes in farm 
operat1ons. 
More specifically, consideration of norms should include an examina· 
tion of the status position of innovatOrs and adoption leaders as well as 
what is permitted and expected with respect to change and conformity. 
The question of whether or not alertness to new developments in farming 
and quick successful adoption is a status factOr or not, is important. 
Also, there is (he important consideration of how people regard the 
farming enterprise itself and what they expect it to provide for them. In 
common parlance, some may tend to regard it essentially as a business 
enterprise operated strictly for profit. Others may think of fa rm ing more 
as a way of life which offers many subjective rewards that outweigh high 
monetary compensation. 
Although facilitation of information exchange within neighborhoods 
and a tendency to self containment of contacts were demonstrated in this 
study, the consequences of the latter were nor entirdy claro Proper :l.p-
pl"2isal will require examin2tion of rhe quality of information exchanged. 
and rhe role of other persons in decisions to change. Examination of chan-
nds of communicarion and influence emanaring from outside sources and 
the manner in which rhey are tied in to the interpersonal channels of com-
munication within neighborhoods will also be necessary. 
Finall y, variation among neighborhoods wirh respect to all of the 
foregoing must not be neglected.. Considerable vuiarion with respect to 
sources of information used, levels of technological competence among 
residents. and emphasis placed upon qualified. persons as sources of farm 
information was in evidence in this study. 
Social cliques are sometimes assumed. to be the produce of a different 
kind of society from that which produced the neighborhood. An effort 
should be made to find our whether or not this is true. If it is. differences 
should be defined in terms suited to objective measurement. [f adequate 
measures are nor available Ihey should be developed. It is also desirable to 
know more about the social strata and/ or classes existing in rural society. 
All should be further assessed. in rerms of their influence on incerpersonal 
patterns of communication and influence. 
Observation and srudy of norms relative to rhe acceptance and use of 
farm information inevitably leads to a consideneion of personal motiva-
tion and reluctance to change. Certainly, better methods of studying mo-
tives and of assessing motivating influences is needed. An ex pansion of 
knowledge along these lines may well provide the basis for esrablishing 
personality types and for defining roles of Other persons in the farm prac-
tice-use processes. 
With respect to statu s characteriscics in the choice ot persons as 
sources of farm information, two general areas for furcher research are sug-
gested: (1) determinarion of the extent to which status characteristics, 
both singly and in combination, are conscious considerations in the 
choices of persons together with the psychological, situational, and nornu-
tive conditions of recognition, and (2) determination of how status faCtors 
pertinent to the choice of persons as sources of farm information are re-
lated to local values. particularly rhose upon which prestige (community 
standing) is accorded. A corollary of the latter refers to the functional re-
lationship of starus characteristics to the role played by such agenrs as in-
novator, counselor, and adoption leader in the processes of change. A fur-
ther general suggestion is thar more attention probably should be directed 
to the influence of sratus charaCteristics at specific srages in the process of 
change. 
Finally, conditions and processes of ch2nge should be interpreted 
within the framework of some overall 'theory of rural society. Some mis-
takes are almost certain but the need warrants rhe risk. Perhaps, nothing 
would be more practical for furthering the kind of research proposed. rhan 
a workable general theory of rural society. 
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